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In recent years, the number of multijurisdictional-multistate
and multinationakorporations and the related amounts of State tax
revenue
have grown significantly.States’
current
practice
of using widely varying
rules to determine
taxable income for such
corporations
creates
issues in terms of
unacceptable
levels
of administrative
burden and uncertainty.
Moreover,
some
States include income from non-U.S. based
operations,
including dividend income, in a
multijurisdictional
corporation’s
tax base.
This practice raises other issues of international tax policy, interstate
commerce,
and
States’ rights.
All these issues need to be resolved. In this
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The Honorable Dan Rostenkowski
Chairman,
Committee on Ways
and Means
House of Representatives
Dear Mr.

Chairman:

This report,
the second and last in response to the prior
Chairman's
request,
deals with the key issues in the area of
State taxation
of multijurisdictional
corporate
income.
It
details
the lack of uniformity
among State income tax provisions covering
multijurisdictional
corporations
and discusses
the effects
of this nonuniformity
on State tax administrators
and corporate
taxpayers.
It also discusses
major interstate
and international
policy
issues arisi'ng
from State taxation.
The report
concludes that Federal legislation
is the most
appropriate
solution.
At your request,
we did not obtain comments on this report
from affected
parties.
As arranged with your office,
we are
sending copies of this report
to other congressional
committees: the Director,
Office
of Management and Budget: and other
interested
parties.
Sincerely

yours,

&A-&
Comptroller
General
of the TJnited States
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REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN,
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WAYS
AND MEANS

KEY ISSUES AFFECTING STATE
TAXATION OF MULTIJURISDICTIONAL
CORPORATEINCOME NEED RESOLVING

DIGEST
-----Forty-five
States (including
the District
of
Columbia) presently
assess taxes on the income
of multijurisdictional--multistate
and multinational --corporations
(MJCs).
In doing so,
these States use a bewildering
variety
of rules.
The resulting
nonuniformities
create issues in
terms of an unacceptable
level of administrative
burden and uncertainty
and too high a risk of
Moreover,
some States
over- or undertaxation.
include income from non-U.S. based operations,
including
dividend
income, in an MJC's tax base.
This practice
raises additional
issues of international
tax policy,
interstate
commerce, and
States'
rights.
The
All these issues need to be resolved.
States cannot be expected to have the necessary
balanced perspective,
and the courts can address
Thus,
the issues only on a case-by-case
basis.
only the Congress appears capable of striking
the needed balance between States'
authority
to
tax and Federal authority
over interstate
commerce and international
tax policy.
In response to a request by the Chairman, House
Committee on Ways and Means, that GAO provide
the Congress with information
on State taxation
of MJCs, GAO presents
in this report
the key
issues in the controversy
along with the views
corporate
taxpayers,
and tax experts.
of States,
STATES' METHODSOF TAXING CORPORATEINCOME
States use two methods to determine
the amount
of an MJC's income that is taxable by the State:
separate accounting
and formula apportionment.
Separate accounting
requires
a corporation
to
separate income-producing
activities
and income
sources in one State from those in another.
Because it is difficult
and time consuming and because of doubts about its applicability
to some
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types
of
quently.
but only
PP. 2 to

this
method is used infrebusinesses,
Twenty
States
use separate
accounting
for certain
types
of industries.
(See
3.)

More commonly,
States
use some version
of formula apportionment
to apportion
income among
those States
in which the corporation
does business.
Formulas
are used to compare the value
of income-producing
factors
in a State
(most
commonly,
property,
payroll,
and sales)
to the
value
of the factors
for the business
as a whole.
The factors
are deemed to reflect
the relative
contribution
of a corporation's
activities
in
various
States
to the corporation's
totaL
income.
States
can use this
method only
if the MJC is
"unitary
business."
a
(See pp- 4 to 5.)
DEFINITION
OF A TJNITARY RIJSINHSS AND
INTERNATIONAL
TAX POLICY ISSUES
ARE HIGHLY CONTROVERSIAL
The most controversial
issues
arising
from State
taxation
of MJCs' income hinge
on (1) how States
should
define
a unitary
business,
(2) whether
States
should
be permitted
to use "worldwide
combined
reporting"
(that
is,
include
non-lJ.S.
based operations
in an MJC's tax base),
and (3)
to what extent
States
should
be allowed
to tax
foreign
source
dividends.
States
and corporate
taxpayers
do not agree
on how a unitary
business
should
be defined.
Corporations
generally
maintain
that
the primary
criterion
should
be that basic
operating
functions
are substantially
interdependent.
States
generally
believe
that
control,
as manifested
by stock
ownership,
should
be the primary
criterion.
While
tax experts
believe
it might
be
possible
to combine
these or other
criteria,
no
agreement
exists
about how the criteria
should be
quantified.
(See pp.
29 to
31.)
Although
only 13 States
currently
use worldwide
combined
reporting,
70 percent
of the larqe
corporations
with
foreign
operations
responding
to
GAO's questionnaire
said they did business
in
States
using
the method.
Corporations
generally
oppose worldwide
combined
reporting,
arguing
that
it is an unconstitutional
State
taxation
of foreign source
income,
frustrates
foreign
commerce,

ii

increases
the risk
of international
double
taxation,
and creates
substantial
administrative
States
maintain
that worldwide
comburden.
bined
reporting
does not constitute
taxation
of foreign
source
income but simply
calculates
an individual
State's
share of an MJC's total
income by determining
the amount of income properly
attributable
to the State,
using
the factors
which contributed
most to earning
the income.
(See PP. 31 to 40.)
Another
issue
on which corporate
taxpayers
and
States
are greatly
divided
is State
taxation
of
Corporations
maintain
foreign
source dividends.
that
taxing
foreign
source
dividends
creates
risks
of international
double
taxation
because
the earnings
from which dividends
are paid are
also taxed at their
source
and, while
the Federal
Government
grants
a tax credit
in such cases,
the
States
do not.
States,
however,
respond
that
taxing
corporate
income when earned by the corporation
and again when received
by the stockholders
has never been held to he unconstitutional
double
taxation,
no matter
which governments
impose
the tax.
States
also believe
that
their
constitutional
taxing
powers allow
them to vary from
Federal
practice
in certain
situations.
The
Supreme Court has said that
foreign
source dividends are apportionahle
for State
tax purposes
as long as there
is a unitary
relationship
hetween the foreign
corporation
paying
the dividends and the U.S .-based
corporation
being
paid
the dividends.
The Court,
however,
has left
unanswered
some important
questions
regarding
State
taxation
of foreign
source
dividends.
(See pp. 41 to 43.)
OTHER ISSTJES INVOLVING NONUNIFORMITY ARE LESS CONTQOVEQSIAL
Five other
nonuniformity
of concern

issues
which
involve
considerable
in State
taxation
have long been
to States
and taxpayers.

(1) Jurisdiction
to tax.
This
is a technical
term referring
to how a State
determines
whether
an MJC's activities
or connections
in that
State
are'sufficient
to be taxable.
While
some
Federal
restrictions
exist
on States'
jurisdiction
to
tax,
objective
criteria
are lacking.
Of the 4S
States
that
tax corporate
income,
6 do not have
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specific
criteria
while the 39 others use 1 or
Corporations
genermore of 16 different
rules.
ally take the position
that a State should be
permitted
to tax if an MJC has a sufficient
busiStates generally
ness location
in the State.
favor a minimum sales rule under which an MJC
is exempt
from State taxation
if its sales do
not exceed a stipulated
amount together
with a
requirement
that,
to be exempt, the MJC must
have no business location
nor inventory
in
Tax experts GAO contacted
generthat State.
(See
ally favored the minimum sales rule.
PP. 12 to 13 and pp. 44 to 46.)
(2) Starting
point for determininq
taxable
income.
Thirty-four
States use Federal taxable
income as the startinq
point for determining
State taxable
income; -the other 11 generally
require
a corporation
to start
with gross
Corporate
income and deduct specific
items.
officials
generally
believe
that all States
should use Federal taxable
income as the
starting
point.
(See pp. 13 and 46.)
(3) Composition
of apportionment
formulas.
Thirty-nine
States use an equally weighted
threezfactor
formula composed of property,
payroll,
and sales, but 4 of these States can also
use alternative
formulas which are differently
The other six States
composed and weighted.
use d,ifferent
formulas.
Most of the tax experts
GAO contacted
believed
that an equally weighted
three-factor
formula should be made mandatory
for all States.
(See pp. 13 and 47.)
(4) Definition
of formula factors.
States
do
not define uniformly
the factors
of property,
payroll,
and sales.
States,
corporate
officials,
and tax experts generally
agree that the
factors
should be uniformly
defined.
They do
not, however, agree on what the definitions
should be.
(See pp. 14 and 47 to 48.)
(5) Allocation
rules.
Some States choose to
allocate,
instead of apportion,
certain
types
of income in total
to individual
States.
Eleven
States allocate
little
or no income; 24 allocate
nonbusiness
income; and 10 States allocate
income which they classify
in various ways.
State
and corporate
officials
do not agree among themselves on the question
of whether some types of
income should be allocated.
(See pp. 15 and 48
to 49.)
iv

PRESENT DEGREEOF NONUNIFORMITY IS
DETRIMENTAL TO STATES AND TAXPAYERS
The present degree of nonuniformity
increases
Overlap in
the risk of over- or undertaxation.
the factors,
differences
in the factors
and in
and other nonuniformities
allocation
rules,
GAO estimates
that about SO
create this risk.
percent of the firms in the universe
from which
GAO sampled be1ieve.d they had experienced
overtaxation.
State officials
believe
that undertaxation
occurs more frequently
than overWhile the actual extent of over- or
taxation.
undertaxation
is unknown, the degree of risk
posed by the present degree of nonuniformity
is unacceptable,
Ultimately,
a nonuniform
and complex tax system
In this recreates the risk of noncompliance.
in State taxation
has led to
gard I nonuniformity
numerous administrative
and judicial
disputes
between States and corporate
taxpayers,
created a
significant
administrative
burden, and generated
high compliance costs.
While there will
always
be disagreements
between States and corporate
greater
uniformity
in tax requirements
taxpayers,
would reduce the cost of compliance and the opportunity
for disputes.
(See PP. 16 to 20.)
CONCLUSIONS
If past performance
can be used to predict
future action,
it seems unlikely
that States will
achieve a reasonable degree of uniformity
in
the near future.
It is also unlikely
that the
issues will be resolved
in the courts,
especially
those issues
involving
broad policy
questions,
for the courts
can treat
the issues only on a case-by-case
basis.
(See PP=
22

to

26.)

The issues need resolving,
and only the Congress
appears capable of striking
the needed
balance between the States'
right
to tax and
the Federal interest
in interstate
and international
tax policy
issues arising
from State
taxation.
- - - At the request of the Chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, GAO did not obtain comments
on the report.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODIJCTION
Lack of uniformity
in how the States
presently
determine
the taxable
income of multi-jurisdictional
corporations
(MJCs)-that
is, multistate
and multinational
corporations--poses
a serious and growing
problem
in which
the Conqress,
the States,
and
corporate
taxpayers
have a high interest.
Large amounts of
revenue
are involved
(about
$5 billion
in State
revenue
in
1977, the most recent
year for which data was available
during
our review),
the 'Federal-State
relationship
is directly
affected,
and in recent
years the issue has expanded
to the international
arena.
Whether
and how States
should
be permitted
to include
foreign
source
income in determining
taxable
corporate
income
has become an important
question.
The lack of uniformity
amonq
the States
causes undue uncertainty
and unnecessary
complexity
for both corporate
taxpayers
and tax administrators
and, moreover,
This
increases
the possibility
of overtaxation
or undertaxation.
report
points
out areas of nonuniformity
among State
income tax
discusses
the effects
of nonuniformity
on the States
provisions,
and corporations,
and analyzes
the mayor issues
needing
resolution.
State
taxation
of corporate
net income began in 1911 when
Wisconsin
enacted
a corporate
income tax to help support
rapid
increases
in the State's
public
expenditures.
Since
1.91.1, the
number of States
which tax corporate
income has grown steadily.
By 1930, 17 States
were taxing
corporate
income,
either
directly
or indirectly,
through
a tax imposed on corporations
for the privilege
of doing business
in a State.
This number increased
to 34
by 1940, and today
44 States
and the District
of Columbia
have
some type of corporate
income tax.
i/
The amounts of revenue
involved
fected
by nonuniformity
in the States'
increased
greatly
in the last
decade
further.
Taxes collected
from MJCs
$5 bill‘ion,
or about 56 percent,
of
from all
corporate
taxes
even though
of the total
corporate
tax returns.
increased
since
1972 in all
26 States
on MJCs, and 24 of these States
said

and the number of MJCs afincome tax provisions
have
and are expected
to increase
in 1377 accounted
for about
the $9 billion
States
collected
MJCs filed
only
18 percent
Tax revenues
from MJCs have
which
supplied
us with
data
they expect
these revenues
to

following
States
do not have a corporate
income tax:
-l/The
Michigan,
Nevada,
South Dakota,
Texas,
Washington,
and Wyoming.
Although
Michigan
does not have a corporate
income tax,
it does
impose a single
business
tax.
Michiqan
uses a three-factor
formula,
equally
weighted,
to determine
how taxable
income will
be
apportioned.

Similarly,
continue
to grow.
26 States
which had data on MJCs reported
to us that
these corporations
filed
an average of 8,228 tax
returns
with
them durinq
1977, representing
an increase
in the number of returns
filed
in 24 of the 26 States
since
1972.
Twenty-two
of the States
projected
continued
increases
through
1982, the last
year about which we inquired.
STATES USE SEPARATE ACCOUNTING AND
FORMULA APPORTIONMENT TO DETERMINE
THE AMOUNT OF MULTIJURISDICTIONALCORPORATE INCOME THEY CAN TAX
The States
have the power to levy taxes
in accordance
with
their
own laws,
subject
to the restrictions
imposed principally
by the Due Process
Clause of the 14th Amendment and the Commerce
Clause.
l/
Under the Due Process
Clause,
a ni.nimal
connection
must exist
between
the corporation's
activity
and the taxing
State,
and the income attributed
to the State
for taxing
purposes
must
be rationally
related
to income-generating
values
within
the taxing State.
Under the Commerce Clause,
a State
is prohibited
from
adopting
a taxing
scheme which discriminates
aqainst,
or places
an undue burden on, interstate
commerce.
basic
their

In complying
with
these restrictions,
the States
use two
methods
for determining
the income an MJC earned within
borders:
separate
accounting
and formula
apportionment.

-2/

used less frequently
than formula
apSeparate
accounting,
portionment,
is sometimes
applied
when a business
is able to
accurately
separate
income-producing
activities
and income sources
within
a particular
State
from income-producing
activities
and income sources
in other
States.
This
State-by-State
determination

Equal Protection
Clause of the 14th Amendment and the Im-l/The
ports-Exports
Clause also impose restrictions
on State
taxing
but these restrictions
have not had the same impact
on
powers,
State
taxation
of MJCs as the Due Process
and Commerce Clauses.
The Privileges
and Immunities
Clause of the Constitution
also
limits
the taxing
power of the States,
but that
clause
does not
apply
to corporations.
classify
-2/Same experts
Since it is used in
this
report
discusses
tionment.
(See pp.

specific
allocation
as a third
method.
conjunction
with
formula
apportionment,
specific
aLlocation
with
formula
appor4 and 48 tn 49.)
2

s

requites
verifying
numerous intercorporate'transactions
to compute
the proper value
for goods and services
exchanged between the related entities.
This is a very time-consuming
task,
involving
potentially
thousands of transactions.
State tax administrators
and corporate
taxpayers
generally
agree that under the separate
accounting
method
--the
cost
to audit

of preparing
these returns

tax returns
and the time
is generally
greater;

required

--the
allocation
of indirect
expenses--such
as advertising
costs-- among the corporate
entities
is based on arbitrary
criteria
which can vary from one corporation
to another;
and
--the
determination
of fair
and reasonable
selling
prices
for goods exchanged between corporate
entities
is difficult.
Because
of these difficulties
and doubts about the applicability
of separate accounting
to some types of businesses,
the
States generally
use separate accounting
only to determine
the
income certain
kinds of MJCs earned within
their
jurisdictions.
These businesses,
(primarily
general merchandising,
oil and gas,
and construction
companies use separate accounting
because it
conforms more to their
financial
accounting
procedures
and, for
these specific
situations,
more accurately
reflects
income than
formula apportionment.
For example, a construction
firm normally
determines
profitability
on an individual
project
basis, calculating
revenues and costs separately
for each project.
Twenty
of the 45 States reported
to us that they accept some returns
based on separate accounting
for these types of industries.

All 45 States rely primarily
on formulas to apportion
a corporation's
income among those States in which the corporation
does
business.
Apportionment
formulas
attribute
income to the States
on the basis of factors
which produced the income.
The factors
most
commonly used are property,
payroll,
and sales.
To derive
the amount of income taxable
in the State,
the value
of
each
factor
in a State is first
compared to the total
value
of that
factor
for the corporation.
The formula used by most--but
not
all --States
is:
In-State
property
Total
property

+

In-State

payroll

Total

payroll
3

+

In-State
sales
Total.
sales
~-

X

Total
corworate
income

=

Income
taxable

the

bv

State.

When required
by a State to use formula apportionment,
an
MJC usually
begins by adjusting
its Federal taxable
income for
items which the State treats
differently
from Federal law and for

3

income items not subjedt
to the apportionment
formula.
The types
and amount of income not subject
to formula
apportionment,
such
Those income
as dividends
and interest,
vary among the States.
items which are not apportioned
among the States
are normally
This
procedure
is known as "allocataxed
in total
by one State.
the total
amount of these
income items
is allocated
tion" --that
is,
Depending
on the individual
State
rules,
the State
to one State.
to which the income is allocated
may be determined
by the location
(2) the assets
producing
the
of:
(1) the corporate
headquarters,
(3) the activity
producing
the income,
or (4) the entity
income,
which paid income to the taxpayer.
the income to be apportioned,
Once a corporation
determines
it applies
a formula,
such as the one shown above,
to that
income
to calculate
the amount to be apportioned
to an individual
State.
Thus,
under the formula
apportionment
method,
the multijurisdicof the income
tional
corporate
income a State may tax consists
specifically
allocated
to the State
plus the income derived
from
application
of the apportionment
formula.
The States,
however,
do not apply
formula
apportionment
in
all
cases.
In order
for the States
to properly
apply
formula
apportionment,
the business
operations
of the corporation
must
be unitary.
A unitary
business
may be comprised
of branches
or
divisions
of a single
corporation
or of commonly controlled
but
separate
corporations.
The criteria
usually
applied
for determining
if the operations
of a business
are unitary
include:
the
percentage
of one corporation's
common stock
owned by another;
the sharing
of centralized
services,
such as accounting
and advertising:
and the type and number of transactions
carried
out between corporate
entities.
However,
no universally
agreed-upon
criteria
exist.
Originally,
the States
applied
formula
apportionment
only
when the unitary
business
was a single
corporation.
For example,
a Single
corporation
might
encompass
administrative
offices
and
a manufacturing
plant
located
in one State
with a second plant
in another
State.
TO determine
how much of the corporation's
income was attributable
to each State,
each of the two States
would apply
its apportionment
formula
to the single
corporation’s
entire
operation.
In time,
some States
expanded
their
definition
of a unitary
business.
These States
decided
that
a unitary
business
could
consist
of not only one corporation
but of a group of affiliated
corporations
doing business
in several
States.
As a result,
the
States
began taxing
multicorporate
entities
in the same manner
as single
corporations.
A State's
application
of its apportionment formula
became dependent
upon
its
determination
that
a
business
entity
was unitary
and not upon a particular
corporate
structure.
For example,
a group of separate
corporations
performing
different
functions
(i.e.,
manufacturing,
distributing,
4

$I

selling)
in different
States but engaged in the same unitary
business were treated
the same as a single corporation
with several divisions
conducting
business operations
in several States.
Applying the unitary
concept in its broader context,
a State
would apply its apportionment
formula to the combined income of
the affiliated
group of corporations
that made up the unitary
definition
business.
Thus, as some States have broadened their
of a unitary
business,
the formula apportionment
method has been
applied more frequently,
and the nonuniformity
in its application
has taken on greater
significance
for corporate
taxpayers.
In applying formula apportionment
to a unitary
business,
"combined reporting*'
is a tool used by some States to determine
the amount of a multicorporate
entity's
income taxable by those
States.
Under combined reporting,
the separate corporate
elements of a unitary
business prepare a single report which sums
the results
of their
individual
activities
and assigns the appropriate
portion
of profit
or loss to the individual
corporate
elements and States on the basis of an apportionment
formula.
A
combined report
is not the same as a consolidated
tax return
but
is merely an information
return.
Combined reporting
is applied
by some States to MJCs operating
totally
within
the U.S. and/or
those operating
outside
the U.S,
In the latter
case, it is called
"worldwide
combined reporting"
and constitutes
a further
expansion by States of the use of formula apportionment,
STATES' NONUNIFORM USE OF
FORMULA APPORTIONMENTHAS GENERATED
CONSIDERABLE JUDICIAL AND LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY
Although all States that have a corporate
income tax use
formulas
to apportion
the income of MJCs, there are differences
among the States in the composition
of the formulas,
the make-up
of the income to be apportioned,
and the determination
of which
corporate
entities
have income subject
to formula apportionment.
These differences
have been the source of numerous legal disputes
between the States and multijurisdictional
corporate
taxpayers
over the past 20 years.
In addition
to judicial
decisions,
several legislative
initiatives
have dealt with these issues.
A major decision
in this area was rendered by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1959. 1/ Prior to this decision,
it had been established
law that income from interstate
commerce could be included in the apportionment
base of a corporation
which had some
purely intrastate
activity
in the taxing
State.
Many experts,
however, held the view that a State could not tax any income of
a corporation
whose only activities
ln the State consisted
solely

L/Northwestern
States Portland
358 U&S. 450 (1959).

Cement Cornpan v.

5

State

of Minnesota,

I

of interstate

commerce.
In the Northwestern
decision
the Court
removed this
possible
constraint
on State
income taxation
of interstate
commerce by sustaining
the power of a State
to levy a
fairly
apportioned
net income tax on an out-of-State
corporation
doing
an exclusively
interstate
business
in the State.
In another
decision
rendered
in 1980, the Supreme Court reaffirmed
the use of formula
apportionment
in those
instances
where
the business
was unitary.
I/
The Court cited
a prior
decision
which stated
that,
in the case of a unitary
business,
separate
accounting
may fail
to account
for contributions
to income resulting
from integrated
functions,
centralized
management,
and
the economies
of operating
in several
States.
2/
Since these
functions
arise
from the total
operations
of the business,
the
Court has maintained
that
it is misleading
to attribute
the total
income of a unitary
business
to an individual
State.
Although
the Supreme Court has long recognized
that
apportionment
formulas may yield
only a reasonable
estimate
of the corporate
income
earned in a State,
3/ the Court has not restricted
the use of
apportionment
formulas
as long as the formula
factors
fairly
reflect
the income earned in a State.
4/
Since the landmark
1959 decision,
numerous disputes
between
States
and corporations
have been resolved
or are currently
pending in both Federal
and State
courts.
These disputes
have involved
several
key issues,
such as the definition
of a unitary
business;
whether
the unitary
concept
can be applied
to
a corporation's
worldwide
operations;
and to what extent
a State
can tax
specific
types
of
income,
such as dividends
earned outside
the
IJnited
States.
The 1959 Supreme Court decision
was perceived
by the business community
as a threat
of unrestricted
State
taxation.
To
counter
the decision,
business
lobbied
the Congress
for legislation
which would establish
criteria
as to when an out-of-State
corporation
was taxable
in a State.
In response
to this
effort,
the Congress
in 1959 enacted
Public
Law 86-272 which established
minimum criteria
for determining
when an out-of-State
corporation's
income is taxable
in a State.
Since 1965, bills
covering
interstate
corporate
taxation
have been introduced
in every session
of the Congress.
Each of
the 31 bills
introduced
has contained
income tax provisions.
However,
primarily
because
of State
opposition,
none of the bills

Oil Corporation
-l/Mobil
445 U-S. 425 (1980).
z/Butler
A/Underwood
4/Butler
-

Bras.

v.

Commissioner

McColgan,

Typewriter
Bros.,

v.

509.

Co.

315 U.S.
v.

of
501

Chamberlain,

Taxes

of

Vermont,

(1942).
254 U.S.

113 (1920).
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have become law.
The States
generally
believe
efforts
toward
achieving
long term resolution
are preferable
to Federal
legislation.
OBJECTIVES,

that
their
of specific

own
issues

SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

The Chairman,
House Committee
on Ways and Means, asked GAO
to study how States
divide
multijurisdictional
corporate
income
for the purpose
of computing
tax liabilities.
We did this
by reviewing
the provisions
pertaining
to manufacturing
and mercantile
companies
used by each State
to determine
its portion
of multijurisdictional
corporate
income to tax.
We researched
past studcourt
cases,
and conqressional
bills,
and gathered
extensive
ies,
data from States,
corporate
taxpayers,
CPA firms,
State tax experts,
and representatives
from State
and corporate
interest
groups.
We also retained
two consultants--Jerome
R. Hellerstein
and John S. Warren-- to advise
us throughout
our work.
(See app.
I for their
biographical
profiles.)
To document how each State
determines
what portion
of multijurisdictional
corporate
income to tax,
we compiled
an inventory
of pertinent
tax provisions
for the 45 States
with
an income
tax.
l/
Our inventory
included
provisions
covering
jurisdictionto-tax,
starting
point
for determining
taxable
income,
composition
of apportionment
formulas
and factors,
assignment
of certain
types
of income to specific
States,
application
of formulas
to
multinational
operations,
and treatment
of foreign
source
dividends.
To help us identify
and analyze
the key issues,
we conducted
numerous
interviews
with
corporate
tax officials,
State
tax administrators,
and members of special
interest
groups.
In addition,
we
obtained
written
comments on key tax issues
from several
of these
individuals
and held a 2-day conference
which brouqht
together
experts
from States,
corporations,
and tax associations
to discuss
the issues.
To ensure that
we obtained
the views of the various
parties
affected
by the issues,
we sent questionnaires
to all
4S States
with
a corporate
income tax,
510 larqe
EIJCs, 63 small
and medium
size MJCs, and 3 large
accounting
firms.
The questionnaires
addressed
several
areas concerning
State taxation,
including
the
use of formula
apportionment
and separate
accounting
by the
States,
and the need for uniformity
among all
States.
for

Our review
was performed
in accordance
with
GAO's "Standards
Audit
of Governmental
Organizations,
Programs,
Activities,

this
-l/Throughout
of Columbia.

report,

the

45 "States"
7

include

the

District

and Functions."
tives,
scope,

A more complete
and methodology
is

discussion
contained

of our review
in chapter
4.

objec-

CHAPTER -2
FEDERAL LEGISLATION:

THE MOST APPROPRIATE

SOT_IIJ'?IONTO PQORLEMS RFSTTLTING
FRGM LACK
OF UNIFORMITY

IN STATE
.--- TAXATION

MULTIJ1JRISDICTIONAL

OF

CORPORATE
INCOME
-.-

When taxing
the income of an MJC,
a State
is limited
principally
by the Commerce and Due Process
Clauses
of the Constitution.
a State
must first
determine
whether
the
In taxinq
this
income,
corporation
is taxable,
then the amount of income to be taxed.
In making these determinations,
the 45 States
that
tax corporate
income apply
differing
laws and procedures.
This nonuniformity
among the States
has resulted
in a tax system characterized
by
undue complexity,
inefficiency,
and uncertainty.
Although
the
States
have made progress
towards
uniformity
over the past
20
years,
their
efforts
have not resulted
in a degree of uniformity
satisfactory
to both States
and taxpa,yers.
Roth States
and corporate taxpayers
believe
greater
uniformity
would reduce these difficulties
and significantly
benefit
l-lot'17 parties.
Controversy
surrounding
State
taxation
of corporate
interstate
activity
has been compounded
in i-ecent years
as some States
have been taking
into
account
foreign
operations
when taxing
MJCs.
This expansion
of State
taxins
activity
has raised
some
broad and complex
issues
dealing
with the Federal-State
relationship and international
tax policy.
These issues
are difficult
to resolve
not only because
they involve
comnlicated
tax policy
decisions
but also because
they transcend
strictly
multistate
concerns.
For these
reasons,
it seem:; appropriate
that the Conqress examine
the issues
and resolve
tllem.
VOLUNTARY EFFORTS BY STATES
HAVE NOT RESULTED IN 1mTIFORM
APPORTIONMENT RULES._
While
all
45 States
having
a corporate
income tax use formulas to apportion
income,
no two States
apply
the formulas
in
the same way.
Aware of the benefits
‘irising
from uniformity
and opposed to FederaL
intervention,
t_he States
have made attempts
to formulate
uniform
procedures
covering
the division
of multijurisdictional
corporate
income.
TheLr efforts
have achieved
only partial
success,
and the diverc,i".y
which remains
among the
States
is still
substantial.
mile
there
is disagreement
concerning
the extent
to which
lack of uniformity
poses problems
for MJCs, it has Long been
recognized
that
real
problems
exist.
of the
Thus, the history
State
corporate
income tax is--to
some extent--a
history
of efforts
to achieve
uniformity
among the Sta+:es.
These efforts
have focused
primarily
on the rllles
governing
divi!:ion
of income.
9

Almost
from the beginning
of the State
corporate
income tax,
various
professional
organizations
have spearheaded
efforts
to
obtain
uniformity
through
discussions
and proposals.
The earliest
efforts
began prior
to the IJ.S. entry
into
World War I when the
National
Tax Association
(NTA) began to explore
the possibility
of uniformity
in the State
tax system.
This concern
was not
based on any sense of urgency
about existing
problems,
since only
a few States
had adopted
a corporate
income tax.
Rather,
NTA
foresaw
that
problems
might
arise
as more and more States
turned
to the corporate
income tax.
NTA was aware that problems
implicit
in diversity
could be avoided
only
if the States
adopted
a systern of taxation
which was reasonably
consistent.
In 1921 NTA
proposed
a model State
tax act which
stipulated
the use of Federal
taxable
income as a starting
point
in the calculation
of a
State's
tax base.
The States
did not accept
this
proposal
at
first
and have been slow in accepting
it since.
Today,
some 60
years
later,
only
34 of the 45 States
having
a corporate
income
tax use Federal
taxable
income as the starting
point
in calculating
the State
tax base.
Until
the late
1930's,
the States
primarily
relied
on separate
accounting
to determine
the taxable
income of MJCs.
By this
time,
however,
State
support
for formula
apportionment
had increased
substantially.
As more States
began using
formulas
to apportion
the incbme of MJCs, tax administrators
and corporate
officials
became increasingly
aware of the problems
resulting
from nonuniform application
of the formulas.
Although
these problems
were
frequently
discussed
by the States
and various
organizations,
no
action
was taken until
1957 when the National
Conference
of
Commissioners
on Uniform
State
Laws cited
the need for more uniformity
in rules
for determining
taxable
income which would
remedy the inequitable
results
produced
by income formula
differences.
1/
In the same year,
the National
Conference
of Commissioners
drafted
the Uniform
Division
of Income For Tax Purposes
Act
(TJDITPA) in response
to the concern
over nonuniformity
in the
States'
application
of apportionment
formulas.
UDITPA specified
that
nonbusiness
income be allocated
to a single
taxing
jurisdiction,
specified
that business
income be apportioned
among

Yational
Conference
of Commissioners
on Uniform
State
Laws
-l/The
was established
in 1892.
It is an organization
of legal
experts
appointed
by the State
governors
for the purpose
of
seeking
uniformity
in State
laws.
Its recommendations
must be
adopted by the State
legislature
to become law in a particular
State.
10

taxing
jurisdictions
on the basis
of an equally
weighted
threel/ and defined
the formula
factors
as payroll,
factor
formula,
and saies. However,
TJDITPA also qranted
the States
property,
considerable
discretion
to apply
alternative
rules
when those
specified
did not fai~rly
represent
the
extent
of a taxpayer's
business
activity
in a State.
The States
have not fully
embraced IJl3ITPA because
they qenerally
oppose
some
or all
of its
provisions.
Today, more than 20
only 25 States
have adopted most
years
after
TJDITPA was drafted,
or all
of the act's
provisions.
The remaininq
20 States
have not
adopted
only
selected
proadopted
any parts
of UDITPA or have
visions
of the act.
effort
towards
uniformity
The most recent
prominent
States'
was initiated
in 1966 as an alternative
to proposed
interstate
This effort
was undertaxation
bills
pendins
in the Conpress.
taken by the Council
of State
Governments,
the National
Association
of Tax Administrators,
the National
Association
of Attorneys
General,
and the National
T,eqisLative
Conference.
These
qroups established
the Multistate
Tax Commission
(WFC) which in
turn
formulated
detailed
requlations
coverinq
allocation
and apportionment
of income for tax purposes.
Multistate
Tax Commission membership
is open to all
States.
As with
IJDITPA, however,
the States
were relll(tant
to implemer,t
the MTC regulations.
At
the time of our work,
only 20 Stat<As were MTC members.
A total
of 18 States
generally
foLLowed
the MTC regulations
but only 14
States
had official
by adopted
thosfa requLations.
7rhus, nonuniformity
remains.
The States
have thus made some progress
over the past several
years in develooing
more uniform
rules
for apportioning
the
income of MJCs, but progress
has been slow primariLy
because
individual
States
have souqht
to have laws
and regulations
which
embody
their
particular
political
ant! economic
views on the best
means of determininq
the taxable
income
of MJCs.
This fact
is
reflected
even
in the most prominent
attempts
by the States
to
achieve
greater
uniformity--the
development
of t?DITPA and the formation
of the MTC.
Most States
which have incorporated
TJDITPA
and/or
MTC rules
have done so on a nIecemeal
basis.
Furthermore,
20 States
have not,
for the most ~>ar-i;, adopted
the rules
of either association
hut rely
primarilv
c,n their
own rules
and requlations.

-l/In

essence,
1JnI'FPA defines
business
income as income arising
from transactions
and activities
in the regular
course
of the
taxpayer's
trade
or business,
and nonhlisiness
income as all
other
income inc:Llldinq
income from rents,
royalties,
interest,
dividends,
capital
qains,
etc.
Nonbusiness
income is allocated
to individual
States.
11

We believe
that one reason for this lack of acceptance is that
neither
WDITPA nor MTC address such important
matters
as defining
explaining
how
to treat
when a corporation
is taxable
in a State,
income a corporate
taxpayer
receives
from corporations
located
in
and providing
guidance on whether to combine
foreign
countries,
the profit
or loss of related
corporations
when determining
taxable
income.
Because these issues are so significant
for both States
and multijurisdictional
corporate
taxpayers,
real progress
towards
In this
uniformity
cannot be achieved until
they are resolved.
progress has been less than satisfactory.
regard the States'
LACK OF UNIFORM RULES AMONG
THE STATES EXISTS IN
SEVERAL IMPORTANT AREAS
A business which conducts activities
in more than one State
is faced with a maze of different
State laws and regulations,
Significant
differences
among State tax provisions
exist
in jurisstarting
point for determining
taxable indiction-to-tax
rules,
come, composition
of apportionment
formulas
and factors,
rules
used for allocation
of certain
types of income to specific
States,
application
of formulas
to both multistate
and multinational
oper(See
ations,
and treatment
of foreign
source
dividend
income.
II for our inventory
of differences
among State income tax
provisions.)
aw

l

Jurisdiction-to-tax

rules
r

Jurisdiction-to-tax
rules establish
the criteria
for determining whether an MJC has sufficient
activities
or connections
Examples of different
criteria
used
in a State to be taxable.
by States include:
whether a corporation
is doing business in
a State;
whether a corporation
is deriving
income from sources
within
a State;
and/or whether a corporation
owns property
in a
State.
In most States,
these criteria
supplement the Federal law
covering
jurisdiction-to-tax.l/
Basically,
the Federal statute
prohibits
a State from imposigg an income tax on an out-of-State
corporate
taxpayer
if that taxpayer's
activity
in the State is
limited
to the solicitation
of sales orders for tangible
goods,
and the orders are approved and filled
outside
the State.
Our inventory
showed that 6 of the 45 States
porate income do not have specific
jurisdiction-to-tax
The other 39 States use one or more of 16 different
ciding when a corporation
is taxable
in a State.

&/Public

Law 86-272,

73 Stat.

555 (1959)(15
12

which

tax corcriteria.
rules for de-

LJ.S.C.5 381 -et.

seq.)

The existence
of both numerous jurisdictional
rules and imprecise
criteria
often make it difficult
for a multijurisdictional
corporate
taxpayer
to determine
when its income is taxable
by a given State.
For example, while 15 States tax corporations
in the State and 12 States tax
designated
as "doing business"
income from sources in the State,"
corporations
which "derive
these terms are not necessarily
defined
in the same way in every
for instance,
may construe
"doing business"
State.
One State,
as the operation
of a small sales office,
while another State
may require more substantive
activity,
such as the physical
presence of a manufacturing
plant.
[See pp. 59 to 60.)
Startinq
taxable

point for determining
income not uniform

Before an MJC applies the various
rules required
to divide
its taxable
income among the States in which it conducts business
operations,
it must determine
the total
amount of its income to
be taxed.
Thirty-four
States facilitate
this determination
by
stipulating
that a corporate
taxpayer
start
with its Federal taxable income and then make adjustments
as required
by State law
The eleven other income
to arrive
at its State taxable
income.
tax States do not use Federal taxable
income as the starting
point but generally
require
that a corporation
start
with its
gross income and then deduct specified
items.
(See pp. 60 to 61.)
Composition
of apportionment
formula varies
Formulas to apportion
income are used, in certain
situations,
by all of the 45 States which tax MJCs. Although this is one area
where substantial
uniformity
among the States exists,
some important differences
remain.
For example, 39 States use an equally
weighted three-factor
formula (property,
payroll,
sales),
but 4
of those States can also apply alternate
formulas.
One State can
use a formula weighted 70 percent sales, 15 percent property,
and
15 percent payroll;
a second State can employ a two-factor
property and sales formula;
a third
State can apply a single factor
sales formula;
and the fourth
State can use either
a three-factor
doubleweighted
sales formula or a single-factor
sales formula.
These four States appear to use alternate
formulas because the
income of some multistate
corporations
may be more clearly
reflected
under these formulas
than under the equally weighted
three-factor
formula.
In addition
to the 39 States which use an equally weighted
three-factor
formula or an alternate
formula,
4 States use a
doubleweighted
sales factor
formula,
1 State employs a twofactor
property
and payroll
formula,
and 1 State uses a onefactor
sales formula.
(See pp. 61 to 62.)
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Factors
are not

used in
uniformly

apportionment
defined

formulas

As mentioned
above,
all
States
that
tax corporate
net income
use an apportionment
formula
consisting
of some combination
of
property,
payroll,
or sales
factors.
Each State has the authority
to decide
not only which factor
or combination
of factors
to
employ but also to specify
which elements
should
comprise
each
factor.
This has resulted
in nonuniformity
in the composition
of the formula
factors.
For example,
the property
factor
is generally
considered
to encompass both owned and rented
real and
tangible
personal
property
of the corporation.
Nine States,
however,
include
or exclude
certain
types of property
from this
general
definition.
Furthermore,
three
of those States
plus an
additional
four States
value
property
on a basis
other
than the
generally
accepted
one of historical
cost.
Net book value
is the
other
basis
most frequently
used.
There are also differences
in the way the payroll
factor
is
applied.
The differences
primarily
involve
the basis
for assigning
payroll
costs
to a State
and the type of compensation
to be inFor example,
34 of the 44 States
that
use a
cluded
in the costs.
payroll
factor
adhere to the rules
which assign
payroll
costs
to
a State
if the individuals
being
paid perform
their
services
in
the State.
The other
10 States
assign
payroll
on bases such as
the time spent by employees
in the State or whether
the employees
are residents
of the State.
In addition,
35 States
follow
a uniform
standard
on the type
This standof compensation
to be included
in the payroll
factor.
ard provides
that
compensation
consists
of wages,
salaries,
commissions
and any other
form of remuneration
paid to employees
for
Six other
States,
however,
exclude
amounts
personal
services.
The remaining
three
States
which apply
paid to corporate
officers.
a payroll
factor
include
or exclude
specific
types of compensation
from the factor.
With regard
to the sales
factor,
differences
among the States
center
mainly
on the inclusion
of the rule
termed
"throwback."
This rule
calls
for throwing
back a corporation's
sales
to the State
in which the sales
originated
if the corporation
is not taxable
in the State
of destination.
Throwback
is thus intended
to prohibit
Twenty-seven
a corporation's
sales
from totally
escaping
taxation.
of the 44 States
that use a sales
factor
have some type of throwback
rule,
The remaining
with
23 of these States
applying
a uniform
rule.
16 States
which base sales
on destination
of the sale (1 State does
not base sales
on destination)
do not have a throwback
provision.
(See pp. 62 to 65.)
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Rules
vary

used to allocate
among the States

income

Instead
of apportioning
by formula
all
income an MJC earns,
some States
choose to allocate
certain
types
of income in total
to individual
States.
(See p. 4.)
While
11 of the 45 States
which tax corporate
net income apportion
all
or nearly
all
in34 States
allocate
some income according
come, the remaininq
to various
rules.
These rules,
which specify
the types
of income to be allocated,
differ
among the States.
For example,
while
most States
classify
corporate
income as either
business
or nonbusiness,
some States
use other
designations.
New York,
for instance,
classifies
corporate
income in three ways--business,
investment,
and subsidiary.
While New York apportions
business
and subsidiary
income,
it allocates
investment
income.
In addinine other
States
which allocate
income use
tion
to New York,
designations
other
than business/nonbusiness.
(See PP* 65 to 66.)
Lack of uniform
rule
in using
combined
reporting
The States
vary considerably
in their
use of combined
reporting.
(See p. 5.)
For example,
26 States
reported
to us that
they apply
it
to corporations
operating
within
the U.S. but only
15 said they do so on a frequent
basis.
Eleven
of the 26 States
said they also apply
combined
reportinq
to corporations
operating
34 States
said they never or almost
never do.
outside
the U.S.;
After
we completed
our inventory,
New Hampshire
and New York
enacted
legislation
which permits
the application
of combined
reporting
to companies
operating
outside
the U.S.,
New York's
legislation
applyinq
only to oil
companies.
Thus, they have become the 12th and 13th States
to use worldwide
combined
reporting.
Also,
Minnesota
enacted
leqislation
permitting
it to use
combined
reporting
for corporations
operating
in the IJ.S.,
bringing
the total
of such- States
from 26 to 27.
(See p. 66.)
Rules used to
dividends
are

tax
not

foreiqn
uniform

source

The States
also differ
considerably
in their
treatment
of
dividends
received
by U.S. corporations
from foreiqn
corporations.
While
7 States
exempt all
foreign
source dividends
from taxation
and 3 States
exempt
a substantial
portion,
35 States
tax these
dividends.
Of the 35, 10 States
apDortion
all
foreign
source
dividends,
4 States
allocate
all
of these dividends
to the State
of commercial
domicile,
and the remaininq
21 States
both allocate
and apportion
some of the dividends
under various
rules.
Sixteen
of the 21 States
that both apportion
and allocate
foreign
source
dividends
follow
a uniform
business-nonbusiness
income distinction
for determininq
which income should
be apportioned
and which
income should
be allocated.
Each of the remaining
5 States,
however,
employs
different
rules.
(See p. 67.)
I. 5
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LACK OF UNIFORM RULES IS
DETRIMENTAL TO BOTH STATES
AND CORPORATE TAXPAYERS
In 1964, the Willis
Report,
1/ a comprehensive
congressional
study of interstate
taxation
mandated by Public
Law 86-272,
demonstrated
that
a need for greater
uniformity
among the States
uniformity
is even more
existed.
According
to some tax experts,
urgently
needed now.
Not only have MJCs grown in number and
but more States
now have a corporate
income tax and have
size,
The majority
of corbecome more aggressive
in enforcing
the tax.
porate
officials
and CPAs responding
to our questionnaires
said
that
the present
degree of nonuniformity
is compounded by frequent
changes
in State
income tax laws,
regulations,
and procedures.
Often,
these changes are not communicated
to taxpayers
on a timely
basis,
resulting
in additional
research
work by the tax staff
or
Eighty
percent
of the corporations
incorrect
return
preparation.
responding
to our questionnaire
believed
greater
uniformity
along
with better
communication
were needed to reduce the burden
of
keeping
up with
changes in State
tax laws
and regulations.
Lack of uniformity
among States
in taxing
MJCs thus impedes
efficient
tax administration
and has detrimental
effects
on both
These effects
State
tax administrators
and corporate
taxpayers.
potential
overtaxation
include
higher
return
preparation
costs,
or undertaxation,
numerous
disputes,
and ultimately,
potential
noncompliance.
More uniform
State
income tax provisions
would
reduce these difficulties
and produce
a more efficient
tax system.
Corporate
uniformity
preparation

taxpayers
results
costs

believe
in higher

lack of
return

Corporate
officials
reported
to us that
the cost of preparing
State
income tax returns
averages
16 percent
of State
income tax liability.
2/
They stated
that
the primary
reason
this
cost is the lack of uniformity
and frequent
changes in

for

------------.----

of the Special
Subcommittee
on State
Taxation
of Inter-l/Report
state
Commerce,
Committee
on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives,
88th Cong. 2d Sess.
(1964).
(Referred
to throughout
as the Willis
Report.)
Z/The median is 3 percent
for the large
corporations
reporting
to
us and 6 percent
for the small
and medium size corporations.
The difference
between
the average
figure
of 16 percent
and the
median
figures
is due to the fact
that
our sample included
both
MJCs reporting
high net incomes
and those reporting
relatively
low net incomes.
Because both high and low net income MJCs incur roughly
the same amount of State
income tax return
preparation
costs,
the average
cost figure
would tend to be higher
than
the median figure
for MJCs of all
sizes.
16

State provisions.
Furthermore,
most stated
that
the real
of preparing
returns
had increased
between
1972 and 1977,
large
corporations
anticipated
continued
increases.

cost
and

The lack of uniformity
among State
income tax provisions
requires
multistate
corporate
taxpayers
to spend more time
and incur
additional
expense preparing
State
returns
than they otherwise
would incur
if a more uniform
system
existed.
In effect,
corporate taxpayers
must treat
the income tax return
for each State
separately,
taking
into
account
provisions
which vary from those
of other
States.
For example,
a corporation
filing
a return
in
one of the 11 States
which does not use Pederal
taxable
income as
the starting
point
for determining
taxable
income must make additional
separate
calculations
to come up with
the correct
starting
point.
A multijurisdictional
taxpayer
would have to make still
more calculations
for every other
area where nonuniformity
exists,
such as application
of the apportionment
formula
and definition
of formula
factors.
The net result
is that
the corporation
incurs
a higher
return
preparation
cost than if it had to comply with
more uniform
provisions.
Nonuniformity
of overtaxation

may increase
the
or undertaxation
---

possibility

The lack of uniform
income tax provisions
among States
creates
situations
in which an MJC may be taxed on more or less than 100
percent
of its
income.
The occurrence
of overtaxation
or undertaxation
can either
deprive
a State
of its proper
share of revenue
or give it more than is due.
Likewise,
improper
taxation
can result
in a corporate
taxpayer
gaining
an advantage
over competitors.
Detrimental
to both States
and corporations,
the occurrence
of overtaxation
or undertaxation
of multijurisdictional
corporate
income
is an inequitable
result
of a nonuniform
tax system.
As the
Willis
Report
stated,
"overtaxation
and undertaxation
are produced
in part by a variety
of causes which may be summed up as lack of
uniformity."
L/
There are several
ways in which
lack of uniform
income tax
provisions
among States
can result
in an MJC paying
taxes on more
or less than 100 percent
of its
income.
For example,
overtaxation
can occur when a corporation
is being
taxed both in a State which
allocates
or taxes the full
amount of certain
kinds
of income earned
by the company and also in a State
or States
which apportion
the
same income among taxing
jurisdictions,
An example provided
in public
hearings
by a multistate
corporate
tax official
shows how income can be overtaxed
when allocation
and apportionment
rules
overlap.
A lumber
product:
company

L/Willis

Report,

p.

412.
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Mississippi's
sold some appreciated
timberland
in Mississippi.
tax law required
that
the company allocate
the entire
gain from
the sale to Mississippi.
The company also did business
and was
taxable
in other
States.
Some of those States
included
the gain
ThUS,
from the sale in the companyLs
apportionable
tax base.
the gain from the sale of the timberland
was taxed completely
by
one State,
while
portions
of the gain were also taxed by other
States.
I/
Another
situation
in which overtaxation
can take place
is
when a corporation
is taxable
in only two States
but each applies
For example,
consider
different
criteria
for apportioning
sales.
an instance
where one State
includes
sales
in its
apportionment
formula
when the location
of the sales
office
is in that
State
while
a second State
includes
sales
in its
formula
if the destination
of the sales
is within
its boundaries.
A corporation
making
a sale from a sales
office
in the first
State
to a customer
in the second State
would have the full
amount of the sale apporthus being
taxed twice
on the same item
tioned
to each State,
of income.
Conversely,
if both States
used the same criteria
for
including
sales
in their
apportionment
formulas,
double
taxation
would be avoided
because
only one State
would be entitled
to
include
the total
amount of the sale in its
formula.
On the basis
of the responses
we received
to our corporate
questionnaires,
we estimate
that
50 percent
of the firms
in our
universe
believe
they had experienced
overtaxation
due to nonuniformity
in State
income tax provisions.
More of the large
corporate
taxpayers
held this
view than smaller
ones. There were
two reasons
for overtaxation
cited
frequently
by firms
of all
sizes.
One reason was that
an item of income allocable
to one
State
was included
in another
State‘s
apportionable
base;
the
other
was that
an item of income was subject
to apportionment
formulas
not using
uniform
factors
from State
to State.
Lack of uniformity
among the States
can also result
in
undertaxation.
For example,
depending
on the States
involved,
an MJC can be taxed on less than 100 percent
of its
income
when the corporation
has its main offices
and plant
in one State
The fact
that
the company has
but makes sales
in other
States.
its main operation
in a State
dictates
that
it will
be taxable
in that
State.
However,
some or all
of the States
in which the

L/Hearings
on Interstate
Taxation
Judiciary,
tlnited
States
Senate,
p. 88 (1978).
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company makes sales may not consider
that those sales constitute
sufficient
activity
to tax the company.
Thus, if the State in
which the company is headquartered
is the only one which taxes
the company and uses an apportionment
formula to do so, that State
will
be taxing only part of the total
income of the company.
The
remaining
income earned from sales activity
in other States will
Many
be apportioned
to those States and will
escape taxation.
State tax administrators
believe
that instances
of undertaxation
like this one occur more frequently
than cases of overtaxation.
The extent of overtaxation
or undertaxation
resulting
from
The
nonuniformity
among State income tax provisions
is unknown.
determination
is dependent on the facts and circumstances
of each
the States,
corporate
officials,
nor anyone else
case, and neither
has empirical
data to show the extent of overtaxation
or underThe
important
point
is
that
lack
of
uniform
income tax
taxation.
provisions
among the States creates
situations
which increase the
possibility
that a multijurisdictional
corporate
taxpayer will
be taxed on more or less than 100 percent of its income. The existence of such situations
creates
undue uncertainty
and inefficiency in the State tax system.
Lack of uniformity
increases
the
opportunity
for disputes
between
State tax administrators
and
corporate
taxpayers
While the States consider
tax revenues primarily
as a means
of financing
their
programs and activities,
corporations
view
taxes as a major expense.
The expenses incurred
by corporations
are not limited
to the direct
income tax levy but include costs of
preparing
returns
and settling
audit disputes,
This latter
category of costs promises to increase as States become more aggressive
in taxing corporate
income.
Substantial
differences
in income tax provisions
among States
increase uncertainty
for MJCs and thus enhance the opportunity
for disputes
over audit results
between States and corporations.
Since considerable
time, expense, and personnel are required
to
resolve disputes,
they are costly
for both the States and
corporate
taxpayers.
among the States in determining
For example, differences
when a State has jurisdiction-to-tax
an MJC are often the sources
of formal administrative
and judicial
disputes.
From the results of our questionnaires,
we estimate
that over the 5-year
period ending in 1977, 32 percent of the nearly 5,000 corporations
in the universe
from which we sampled had disputes
with
the States concerning
jurisdiction-to-tax.
Although most of the
corporations
said the disputes
involved
4 or fewer States,
some
corporations
reported
disagreements
with more than 12 States.
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Nonuniformity
in the application
of combined
reporting
by
the States
to corporations
operating
within
the United
States
("domestic
combined
reporting")
is another
major cause of disputes.
We estimate
that
for the 5-year
period
ending
in 1977, about 250
of the more than 600 large
firms
in our universe
that were required
to use combined
reporting
disagreed
with
the results
of this
State
requirement.
About 40 percent
of the 250 corporations
said they
experienced
cost increases
in constant
dollars
during
that
period
in resolving
the disputes
with the States.
application
of worldwide
combined
reporting
The States'
was also disputed
by a significant
number of affected
corporations.
Of the more than 500 corporations
which said they were
required
to use this
method,
about 45 percent
told
us they filed
formal
administrative
protests
with
the States.
While there
will
always be disagreements
between
the States
and corporate
taxpayers
over application
of State
income tax laws
greater
uniformity
would serve to clarify
the
and regulations,
requirements
from State
to State
and thus reduce the opportunity
for disputes.
A decrease
in the number of disputes
would reduce
costs
for both the States
and taxpayers.
Benefits
to
would result

States
from

and taxpayers
greater
uniformity

The effects
of substantial
nonuniformity
in the way the
States
tax multijurisdictional
corporate
income--high
return
overtaxation
and undertaxation,
and numerous
preparation
costs,
disputes
--result
in a tax system which is unduly
uncertain
and
inefficient,
which has a high potential
for inequity,
and,
ultimately,
for noncompliance.
Some taxpayers
told
us they are
prone to noncompliance
when compliance
costs
are greater
than
tax liability.
This is especially
true
for smaller
corporate
taxpayers
for which the costs
of filing
returns
in accordance
with
the differing
laws and regulations
of various
States
may
exceed taxes owed to those States.
A tax system which
fosters
noncompliance,
creates
opportunities
for overtaxation
or undertaxation,
and generates
numerous
disputes
between
taxpayers
and tax administrators
seriously
undermines confidence
in that
system.
Roth the States
and corporations
we contacted
perceive
this
erosion
of confidence.
A large
majority
of both groups
stated
that
greater
uniformity
is needed to reduce
the problems
resulting
from the way the States
tax the income of
MJCs.
Over 70 percent
of the large
corporations
and over 65 percent (six
of nine)
of the CPAs responding
to our questionnaire,
for example,
told
us that
it would be desirable
to have uniform
definition
and application
of jurisdiction-to-tax
rules,
apportionment
formulas,
formula
factors,
tax hase,
and allocation
20
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rules.
about one-half
the corporate
taxpayers,
In addition,
and about 75 percent
(seven of nine)
of
one-half
the States,
the CPAs responding
to us believed
that
increased
uniformity
would ensure more equitable
tax treatment
between intrastate
Some corporate
tax authorities
and interstate
corporations.
also felt
that
greater
uniformity
would facilitate
State
enforcement
efforts
and would increase
tax collections,
especially
since
small
and medium-size
corporations
would
find
compliance
easier.
The need for greater
uniformity
is more urgent
today than
it was in 1964 when the Willis
Committee
issued
its
report.
Corporations
continue
to grow and expand their
operations
to
more States
and foreign
countries,
while
States
attempt
to respond to this
growth
with more aggressive
pursuit
of tax reveIn assessing
the State
system of multijurisdictional
cornues.
the Willis
Report
stated:
porate
taxation,
"It
is * * * a system which works badly
for both business and the States.
It is * * * a system
in which
the States
are reaching
farther
and farther
to impose
smaller
and smaller
liabilities
on more and more companies.
It is * * * a system which calls
upon tax administrators
to enforce
the unenforceable,
and the tax* * * The future
payer to comply with
the uncompliable.
[does not] hold out any prospect
of improvement.
The
number of income tax jurisdictions
increases.
Laws
seem to become more complex
rather
than less.
Improved
enforcement
procedures
may add taxpayers
to the rolls,
but still
it is inconceivable
that
they can make any
substantial
impact
on noncompliance."
L/
Unless
action
is
corporate
income
and uncertainty,
creasing
numbers

taken,
the current
system of multijurisdictional
taxation
will
continue
to produce
inefficiency
burdening
both State
tax administrators
and inof taxpayers.

-l/Willis

Vol.
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I,

pp.

598-99.
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FEDERAL LEGISLATION IS THE MOST
APPROPRIATE SOLUTION TO RESOLVE
MAJOR INTERSTATE AND INTERNATIONAL
POLICY ISSUES
The issue of how the States tax the income of MJCs has become increasingly
controversial
in recent years as some States
have extended application
of their
apportionment
formulas to
Controversy
over these State
corporations'
non-U.S. operations.
procedures,
which have international
policy
implications,
has
thus been added to existing
concern about the relationship
between the Federal Government and the States in regulating
interstate activities.
Although the Supreme Court has rendered decisions
on some
of the issues affecting
State taxation
of MJCs, the inherent
limitations
of the judicial
process have prevented
and will continue to prevent the comprehensive
treatment
of the issues which
Recognizing
this,
the Supreme
their
scope and complexity
demand.
Court has stated that Congress is best suited to make the policy
As we
decisions
which will lead to resolution
of the issues.
have discussed,
the States have made some efforts
towards greater
uniformity,
but in our opinion these efforts
have not achieved a
particularly
not on the issue
reasonable degree of uniformity,
of State taxation
of foreign
source income.
While the courts have long and consistently
upheld the
States'
authority
to tax, the courts have also held that the Congress has authority
to legislate
over interstate
and international
tax matters.
We think that the Congress should exercise
that authority
to resolve the important
interstate
and international
policy
issues created by the present degree of nonuniformWe believe
the Congress is in the best
ity in States'
practices.
position
to apply the broad perspective
necessary to achieve a
balance between the States'
authority
to tax and the Federal interest in interstate
and international
tax policy
issues.
States

have authority

to tax

The authority
of the States to tax has existed
since the
founding of this country.
In framing our Federal system of government, Alexander Hamilton made clear that "the individual
States
would, under the proposed constitution,
retain
an independent
and
uncontrollable
authority
to raise revenues to any extent of which
they may stand in need by every kind of taxation
except duties on
imports and exports."
L/

&/Alexander

Hamilton,

The Federalist
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(Nos.

31-36).

The States
generally
maintain
that
this
basic
State
power was
also implicitly
recognized
in the 10th Amendment to the ConstituThe Court
tion
and has long been upheld
by the Supreme
Court.
first
affirmed
this
power in 1819 when it stated
that
Ir* * * the
power of taxation
is retained
by the States
even though
similar
The auauthority
has been granted
to the Federal
Government.
thority
to tax is to be concurrently
exercised
by the two governments."
l/ Five years later,
the Court added that
"although
many
of the pzwers
formerly
exercised
by the States
are transferred
to the [Federal
Government,]
the State governments
remain
A most
important
part of our system.
The power of taxation
is indispensable to their
existence
and is a power which * * * [can reside
in] and be exercised
by different
authorities
at the same time."
2/
In several
decisions
since
that
time the Supreme Court has
affirmed
the authority
of the States
to tax interstate
activities
so long as the State
tax is consistent
with
the Due Process
Clause
of the Fourteenth
Amendment and the Commerce Clause.
The Court
has held that
a State
tax on interstate
business
is constitutional
as long as the tax is applied
to an activity
having
a minimal
connection
with
the taxing
State,
is fairly
apportioned,
does not
discriminate
against
interstate
commerce,
and is fairly
related
to services
provided
by the State.
Conqress
legislate
taxation

has constitutional
on interstate issues

and

authority
to
international-r

Congressional
authority
to legislate
in the area of State
taxation
of MJCs is derived
from the Commerce Clause of the Conwhich provides
that
"Congress
shall
have the power
stitution,
to regulate
commerce with
foreign
nations
and among the several
States."
The Supreme Court has interpreted
congressional
power
broadly
under the Commerce Clause,
thus placing
minimal
limitaThe Court's
broad,interpretions
on the exercise
of this
power.
tation
means that
the Congress
may exercise
its Commerce Clause
power either
to expand the States'
authority
to tax interstate
commerce or to restrict
the States'
power.
For example,
the Congress exercised
the latter
option
in 1959 when it enacted
Public
Law 86-272,
which
limited
the situations
in which a State
could
tax the income of an MJC.
Although
the Congress
has broad authority
under the Commerce
Clause over issues
involving
State
taxation
of MJCs, the Supreme
Court has long recognized
the need to balance
that
authority
against
the power of the States
to tax.
In a recent
case the
Court underscored
the necessity
for II* * * the delicate
adjustment
_ _ - - _ _ l

_ - - _ -

- - -

-l/M'Culloch
-a/Gibbons

v.
v.

Maryland,

Ogden,

17 U.S.

22 rJ.S.
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(1824).
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between the national
gitimate
interest
of
taxing
powers.II
L/

interest
in
the individual

free

and open trade
and the leStates
in exetcisinq
their

While both the States
and the Congress
thus have authority
to tax,
the primary
justification
for congressional
reliance
on the
Commerce Clause
is to ensure the free
flow of commerce among the
States.
This implies
that
congressional
authority
is to be invoked
when the competing
interests
of the States
serve to frustrate
the
national
interest.
To this
end, the Congress
already
has enacted
several
laws covering
State
taxation
of interstate
business.
The courts
cannot
address
the full
range
of interstate
and international
tax policy
issues
arising
from State
taxation
of MJCs
Although
the Supreme Court has long recognized
the importance
of achieving
an accommodation
between
the States'
right
to tax
and congressional
authority
to regulate
interstate
commerce,
the
inherent
limitations
of the judicial
process
prevent
the Court
from attaining
that
goal.
The courts
necessarily
examine
isformulating
their
analysis
and consues on a case-by-case
basis,
clusions
only from the facts
presented
in a particular
case.
A
major
drawback
to this
approach
is that
it prevents
full
consideration
of the nature
and impact
of issues
from a broad interstate
and international
policy
standpoint.
While the inability
of courts
to render
judgment
prehensive
basis
affects
other
issues,
this
shortcoming
cially
evident
in the realm of interstate
taxation.
As the Supreme Court has noted:

on a comis espe-

"Commerce between the States
[has developed
randomly].
[With]
Congress
meanwhile
not having
undertaken
to regulate
taxation
of it,
and the states
havinq
persisted
kn their
efforts
to get some return
for the substantial
benefits
they have afforded
it,
there
is little
wonder
that
there
has been no end of cases testing
out state
tax levies.
The resulting
judicial
application
of constitutional
principles
to specific
state
statutes
leaves
much room for controversy
and confusion
and little
in
the way of precise
guides
to the states
in the exercise
of their
indispensable
power of taxation.
This Court
alone has handed down some three
hundred
[full]
opinions
* * **‘I
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While
the difficulties
caused by the lack of uniformity
among
States
in dividing
multijurisdictional
corporate
income have long
been recognized,
in recent
years additional
issues
with broader
policy
implications
have arisen
as some States
have extended
application
of their
apportionment
formulas
to non-U-S.
operations
and as the amounts of revenue have grown.
MJCs and their
representatives
have objected
that
the States'
application
of apportionment
formulas
to a corporation's
non-U.S.
operations
may interfere
with
the Federal
Government's
exclusive
authority
to formulate
international
tax policy
and may disrupt
foreign
commerce.
The Willis
Report
commented on this
point
In
"In keening
with
the basic
structure
of our
1964 by stating,
Federal
system,
the Committee
is of the view that
international
tax policy
should
be formulated
by the Federal
Government
and
not by individual
States."
1/
The objections
are based on the
premise
that
national
policy
is seriously
impeded when individual
States
apply taxing
methods
to worldwide
business
which contravene
established
international
standards.
MJCs and States,
especially
California,
which include
foreign
operations
in their
apportionment
formulas
often
hold differing
views on the issue of including
a taxpayer's
income from foreign
This issue has been covered
operations
in apportionable
income.
extensively
in congressional
hearings
and was a key aspect
of recent tax treaty
negotiations
between
the United
States
and Great
Britain.
The States
maintain
that
the issue
involves
their
ability
to generate
revenue while
corporate
taxpayers
similarly
contend
that
it significantly
alters
tax liability.
Recause the issue has
broad international
policy
implications
with
a potentially
huge
revenue
impact
on both States
and multinational
corporations,
we
believe
it is most appropriate
that
the Congress
resolve
the matter.
The Supreme Court has not only recognized
the inadequacy
of
the judicial
approach
to resolvinq
interstate
and international
tax issues
but as recently
as 1978 jt commented on the need for
a legislative
solution:
"It
is clear
that
the legislative
power granted
to
Congress
by the Commerce Clause of the Constitution
would amply justify
the enactment
of leqislation
requiring
all
States
to adhere to uniform
rules
for the
division
of income.
It is to that body, and not this
Court,
that
the Constitution
has committed
such policy
decisions."
2/
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This

opinion
points
out that
the Constitution
has relegated
certain
policy
decisions
to the Congress.
Decisions
such as
those covering
State
taxation
of multijurisdictional
corporate
income are best made by the Congress
because
they involve
broad
interrelated
policy
issues
concerning
interstate
and international
commerce.
These issues
require
a comprehensive
solution.
The
Congress
is most capable
of thoroughly
considering
all
the factors
which
comprise
the elements
of such a solution.
Furthermore,
the
Congress
has the clearest
mandate to formulate
policy
which
strikes
a balance
between
the States'
authority
to tax and the limits
on
their
power to tax.
CONCLUSIONS
At present,
State
taxation
of multijurisdictional
corporate
income is administratively
unwieldy.
Forty-five
separate
political
jurisdictions
attempt
to equitably
divide
the income of
often
complex
and geographically
dispersed
taxable
entities,
and
each jurisdiction
formulates
its own specific
rules
for determining
how much of an entity's
total
income is attributable
to
operations
in that
jurisdiction.
The resulting
lack of uniformity
is extensive.
The problems
of nonuniformity
are even more critical
today
than they were when the special
House subcommittee
issued
the Willis
report
in 1964 extensively
documenting
the lack of uniformity
in
interstate
tax provisions.
The issues
have become more complex
and
controversial
as the number of MJCs has grown and certain
States
have expanded
their
taxing
efforts
to take foreign
operations
into
account.
The issues
which have developed
in recent
years have broad
policy
implications
potentially
affecting
international
tax policy.
Furthermore,
the issues
are at the center
of the longstanding
constitutional
debate
over the balance
between
State
sovereignty
and congressional
Commerce Clause
powers.
Moreover,
lack of uniformity
among the States
causes problems
for States
and corporate
taxpayers.
These problems --higher
return
preparation
costs,
potential
overtaxation
or undertaxation,
and numerous disputes--result
in a tax system which is unduly
uncertain,
inefficient,
and often
inequitable.
These issues
need resolving.
But,
in the almost
20 years
since
the House subcommittee
issued
its
report,
little
progress
has been made to increase
the uniformity
with which States
tax
corporate
income.
The States
have made some voluntary
efforts
but substantial
nonuniformity
still
exists.
The Supreme Court has also attempted
to deal with
some of
the issues
affecting
State
taxation
of multijurisdictional
corporate
income.
But the Court
itself
has recognized
the inherent

1
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limitations
of the judicial
approach
to solving
the interstate
and international
policy
issues
and has acknowledqed
that
the
Congress
is the appropriate
body to resolve
such issues.
The Congress
appears
to be in the best position
to fully
evaluate
the multiple
factors
and assess the arguments
surrounding the policy
issues
involved
in State
taxation
of multistate
and multinational
corporate
income,
especially
foreign
source
income.
Also,
because
the Congress
can fully
consider
the States'
rights
and foreign
policy
issues,
it can best devise
a comprehensive solution
which adequately
and fairly
balances
the competing
interests
of the States
and corporate
taxpayers.

Y
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CHAPTER 3
INTERNATIONAL

AND INTERSTATE

ISSUES

WHICH

THE CONGRESS SHOTJLT) CONSIDER
To achieve
greater
uniformity
among States
in taxing
the
income of MJCs, the Congress
need not write
a model taxing
statute
which all
States
must follow.
Instead,
the Congress
could
set
parameters
within
which States
could
continue
to exercise
their
authority
to tax.
The task of achieving
more uniformity
is complicated.hy
the
fact
that
provisions
differ
considerably
among the States
and by
the fact
that
State
and corporate
tax officials
often
disagree
on
Most controversial
for both
the rules
and procedures
to be used.
State
and corporate
officials
is the practice
by some States
of
taking
into
account
income from foreign
operations.
Our objective
in this
chapter
is to discuss
the key issues
involving
States'
taxing
of multijurisdictional.
corporate
inWhile
there
are other
issues
affectinq
States'
taxing
of
come.
multijurisdictional
corporate
income,
we have focused
on those
issues
for which we believe
the resolution
will
most greatly
enhance uniformity
among the States,
which have been included
in
recent
congressional
bills,
and/or
which have been the source
of
numerotis
legal
disputes
between
the States
and corporations.
These
issues
are (1) the criteria
for determining
a unitary
business:
extension
of their
apportionment
formulas
to foreign
(2) States'
operations:
(3) the States'
treatment
of dividends
received
from
(4) the establishment
of objective
criteria
foreign
corporations:
for determining
if an MJC is taxable
in a State;
(5) the adherence
to the same starting
point
in calculating
the amount of a cornoration's
income taxable
in a State;
(6) the application
of a ma&latory
apportionment
formula
by all
States;
(7) the composition
of
the apportionment
formula
factors:
and (8) the determination
of
whether
all
taxable
income should
be apportioned
among the States
or whether
certain
types
of income,
e.g.,
dividends,
should
be allocated
to a single
State.
We believe
resolution
of these
issues
would result
in a more efficient
and equitable
tax system.
To ascertain
the extent
of agreement
on the issues
we relied
primarily
on written
comments
from experts
and representatives
of key organizations,
using
these
in conjunction
with
the results
of our other
data-gathering
efforts.
We found that,
while
States
and multijurisdictional
corporate
taxpayers
are divided
on all
they are farthest
apart
on the question
of how to
the issues,
define
a unitary
business
(Cl]
above)
and on t.he multinational
issues
([2]
and [31 above).
We also
found that,
despite
significant
disagreement
between
State
and corporate
representatives
28

on some specific
proposals,
income tax provisions
should
MORE DEFINITIVE
FOR DETERMINING

there
was general
be applied
more

agreement
uniformly

that
by States.

CRITERIA ARE NEEDED
A UNITARY BUSINESS

As stated
previously,
a prerequisite
for using
formulas
to
apportion
income among taxing
jurisdictions
is that
the taxpayState
and corporate
officials,
however,
errs business
be unitary.
often
do not agree on how to define
a unitary
business,
especially
Furthermore,
the dewhen multicorporate
entities
are involved.
cisions
of the courts
on this
question
have often
been vague and
conflicting.
Formula
apportionment
can only be applied
to a unitary
business.
In practice,
however,
deciding
whether
a business
is
The determination
often
involves
unitary
is a difficult
task.
analysis
of complex
corporate
structures
and operational
relationships.
Many modern multijurisdictional
corporate
entities
consist
of hundreds
of divisions,
branches,
or subsidiaries
whose
relationship
to one another
and to the parent
corporation
are not
Identifying
the elements
to use in determining
if
readily
clear.'
such a corporate
enterprise
should
be considered
unitary
for tax
even if States
purposes
is the crux of the problem.
Moreover,
and corporate
taxpayers
could
agree on the elements,
reaching
agreement
on how the elements
should
be quantified
would present
further
problems.
In simple
terms,
a unitary
business
can be defined
as one
in which there
is a relationship
of "dependency
and contribution
between
the portions
of the business
within
and without
the taxing State."
1/
Several
criteria
have been used by the courts
to
define
a unitary
business,
but the most common ones, developed
by California
courts
and used by that
State's
tax administrators,
consist
of
--unity
ing

of ownership
stock
owned:

as manifested

by the

percentage

--unity
of
services,

use as evidenced
by centralized
such as accounting,
advertising,

--unity
of
centralized
tion.

operation
and management
as demonstrated
executive
force
and general
system of

of

performance
of
etc.:
and
by a
opera-

- - I I -
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California
Stores,
16
(1947).
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McColgan,

vot-
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Although
these criteria
and versions
of them provide
some
guidance
to States
and corporations
for determining
if a business's
operations
are unitary,
they have not been extensively
According
to one Multistate
Tax Commission
official,
l/
used.
the reason for their
limited
use may be due to the fact
that-no
general
conclusions
can be reached
based on the criteria.
While
each of the criteria
used by the various
courts
purports
to set
forth
an objective
standard,
the standards
are so general
that
they are of limited
help.
In part,
because
the unitary
criteria
applied
are so general,
corporations
frequently
protest
States'
determinations
that
all
or part
of their
business
operations
are unitary.
About 40 percent of the more than 600 large
corporations
in our sample required
to use domestic
combined
reporting
filed
protests
in this
regard.
Most of these corporations
filed
protests
in only one
State,
even though
they were required
to use domestic
combined
reporting
in several
States.
The largest
area of disagreement
involved
the determination
of substantial
interdependence
in
basic
operating
functions.
State
and corporate
tax officials
generally
disagree
on
the primary
criteria
for determining
whether
a business
is unitary.
Corporate
tax officials
believe
that
the primary
criterion
should
be a "substantial
interdependence"
test--interdependence
such as purchasing
of raw materials
in basic
operating
functions,
For
example,
80 percent
and financing
of customer
receivables.
of the large
corporations
and about 75 percent
(seven of nine)
of the CPA's responding
to our questionnaire
said that
the
test
should
be
at
least
one
of
"substantial
interdependence"
the criteria
comprising
the unitary
business
definition.
On
the other
hand, State
tax representatives
generally
believe
that
control,
as manifested
by stock
ownership,
should
be the primary
criterion.
Despite
the disagreements
in defining
a unitary
business,
it might
be possible
to combine
criteria
to arrive
at a definiit might be feasible
to combine
a stock
owntion.
For example,
ership
test
with
a substantial
interdependence
test
to derive
a
standard
which
is acceptable
to both State
and corporate
tax officials.
In addition
to obtaining
acceptance
of such criteria,
however,
another
major
obstacle
would be reaching
agreement
on
State
officials
we contacted,
for inthe percentages
to apply.
stance,
generally
favored
defining
a unitary
business
as existing
when one corporation
owns more than 50 percent
of the stock
of
corporate
officials
we contacanother
corporation.
Conversely,
ted believed
an 80 percent
stock
ownership
figure
should
be required
for defining
a unitary
business.
"The Unitary
l/William
D. Dexter,
Taxation
of Multistate-Multinational
The Urban Lawyer 181-212
(1978).

Concept
in State
Business,ll

30

Income
Vol.
10,

Similar
differences
could
centages
needed to substantiate

also
the

arise
concerning
interdependence

the
test.

per-

APPLICATION
OF THE IJNITARY CONCEPT
TO FOREIGN CORPORATIONS IS HIGHLY
CONTROVERSIAL
Some States,
most notably
California,
extend
the unitary
concept
to include
foreign
(non-U.S.)
corporations
that
are considered
to be part of the affiliated
unitary
group.
The foreign
corporations
included
in the unitary
group can be either
the
parent
corporation
of the affiliated
corporations
or a subsidiary.
A parent
corporation
is generally
defined
as one owning,
either
directly
or indirectly,
more than 50 percent
of the stock of
each of the other
members of the affiliated
group,
while
a subsidiary
corporation
is generally
defined
as one in which the parent
has more than 50 percent
ownership.
When States
extend
the unitary
concept
to include
foreign
corporations
the approach
is known as "worldwide
combined
reporting."
(See p. 5.)
Under worldwide
combined
reporting
a
State
applies
its
apportionment
formula
to the combined
income
of the foreign
corporate
entities
included
in the unitary
group
with
the income of the corporation(s)
doing business
in the
State.
This involves
combining
the income of (1) a foreign
parent
corporation
with
its U.S. subsidiary
corporations
doing
business
in the State:
or (2) foreign
subsidiary
corporations
with
their
U.S. parent
corporation
doing business
in the State.
Although
only
13 States
currently
employ this
method (11 States
at the time of our questionnaire),
l/ 70 percent
of the large
corporations
and SO percent
of the smaller
corporations
with
foreign
operations
that
responded
to our questionnaire
said
they did business
in States
using
the method.
Corporations
are opposed to worldwide
combined
reporting
for
several
reasons.
Corporate
officials
believe
that
the application
of worldwide
combined
reporting
results
in (1) taxation
of
foreign
source
income,
(2) frustration
of 1J.S. foreign
commerce,
(3) increased
risks
of international
double
taxation,
(4) overallocation
of income to a State
because of the noncomparability
between
1J.S. and foreign
apportionment
factors,
and (5) substantial
administrative
burdens
on multinational
corporations.
The
States
which apply
worldwide
combined
reporting,
especially
California,
do not accept
the corporate
position.

---mm
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thirteen
States
are Alaska,
-l/The
Illinois,
Indiana,
Massachusetts,
New York,
North Dakota,
Oregon,

California,
Montana,
and Utah.
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Colorado,
Idaho,
New Hampshire,

Corporations
contend
that worldwide
combined
reporting
results
in taxation
of foreign
source
income
the Federal
government
distinguishes
tlnlike
the States,
between multijurisdictional
corporate
income earned
in the TJnited
States
and that
earned in foreign
countries.
Federal
tax law
specifically
addresses
llforeign
source
income"
and contains
detailed
provisions
to use in separating
income earned within
and
outside
the United
States.
Further,
the Federal
government
generally
does not tax the income earned by a foreign
subsidiary
of
a U.S. corporation
until
that
income is paid back or "deemed paid
In adback"
in the form of a dividend
to the U.S. corporation.
L/
dition,
the Federal
law grants
a credit
for any foreign
taxes paid
on the earnings
which constitute
the dividend
from the foreign
subsidiary
to the TJ. S. parent.
The purpose
of the credit
is to avoid
double
taxation.
In order
to prevent
evasion
of taxes and to ensure that
an
MJC accurately
reports
its
total
TJ.S. income,
the IRS has authority
under section
482 of the Internal
Revenue Code to reallocate
deductions,
and credits
between
a TJ.S. corporation
and
income,
The regulations
under section
482 are
its
foreign
affiliates.
designed
to prohibit
the improper
shifting
of income by requiring
Compared to the
that
transactions
be conducted
at arm's
length.
State
approach
of combining
the income of affiliated
corporations
the Federal
system
separately
and then apportioning
it by formula,
accounts
for the income of each related
corporate
entity
through
analysis
of transactions.
We recently
reported
on IRS' administration
of section
482. 3
MjCs claim
that when a State
includes
worldwide
income in the
taxable
base under worldwide
combined
reporting
that
State
is
taxing
foreign
source
income and thus exceeding
its
constitutional
authority
to tax only
income earned from sources
within
the State.
about 75 percent
of the corporate
officials
who told
For example,
us that
they filed
protests
with
the States
over worldwide
combined
reporting
stated
that
the major
tax deficiency
assessed
resulted
from including
in the apportionable
tax base the income of corporations
that
conducted
no substantial
business
in the United
States.
Furthermore,
MJCs contend
that
the application
of worldwide
combined
reporting
discriminates
in favor
of corporations
operating
totally
within
the State because
intrastate
corporations
do not
L/The Federal
government
tain
controlled
foreign
tributed
income.
(See
Could
-2/"IRS
the Income
1981).

Better
Protect
of Multinational

does, however,
tax shareholders
of cercorporations
under Subpart
F on undissection
951 et seq. Internal
Revenue Code.)
rJ.S. Tax Interests
in Determining
Corporations"
(GGD-81-81,
Sept.
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include
business

in the apportionable
or property
outside

tax
the

base any
State.

income

derived

from

The States
which employ worldwide
combined
reporting
counter
that
the approach
does not subject
foreign
source
income to taxation
but merely
divides
the total
taxable
income among the jurisdictions
in which the unitary
group of corporations
earn their
income.
The States
maintain
that worldwide
combined
reporting
and formula
apportionment
do nothing
more than calculate
an individual
State's
share of an MJC's total
income by determining
the amount of income properly
attributable
to the State,
using
the factors
which contributed
most to earning
the income.
In
effect,
worldwide
combined
reporting
and formula
apportionment
establish
a source-of-income
rule.
The States
further
argue that because
formula
apportionment
is generally
accepted
as the standard
method for dividing
the income of both a single
corporation
or a group of affiliated
corporations
conducting
a unitary
business
in more than one State,
it would seem to make little
difference
whether
the companies
included
in the unitary
business
are U.S. or foreign
corporations.
The States
hold that determination
of the total
income of a unitary
no matter
where that
income is earned,
serves
as the
business,
starting
point
for computing
the income taxable
by a given
State.
According
to the States,
it does not matter
whether
a unitary
business
is made up of a sinqle
corporation,
a group of affiliated
U.S. corporations,
or a group of U.S. and foreign
corporations.
ago
of
did
on

To support
as 1924 the
income earned
not involve
its
finding

their
position,
the States
point
out that as long
U.S. Supreme Court sanctioned
State
apportionment
by a foreign
corporation.
l/
Although
the case
combined
reporting,
the CouFt based its
decision
that
the corporation's
business
was unitary.

In a recent
case involving
State
taxation
of foreign
dividends,
the States
cite
the Supreme Court's
holding
that a State
can include
foreign
source
income in its
apportionable
income
tax base and that
this
inclusion
does not mean that
foreign
source
income is in fact being
taxed.
2/
Corporations
contend
that worldwide
combined
reporting
frustrates
U.S. foreign
commerce
is

In arguing
unconstitutional

L/Bass,
Ratcliff
271 (1924).
z/Mobil
U.S.

that

States'
because

& Gretton,
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425 (1980).

v.

it

use of worldwide
combined
impinges
on the Federal
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I/

1;

taxation
and frustrates
1J.S. foreign
commerce,
multijurisdictional
corporate
officials
cite
a 1979 Supreme Court decision.
1/
In
that decision,
the Court
stated
that
a State
tax is unconstitutional
under the Commerce Clause
if it contravenes
either
of the
following
tests
involving
the taxation
of instrumentalities
of
foreign
commerce:
(1)

The tax
multiple

creates
a substantial
taxation.

(2)

The tax prevents
the Federal
with
one voice
when regulating
foreign
governments.

risk

of

international

government
commercial

from speaking
relations
with

The Japan Line case concerned
a dispute
over State
property-In this
case,
the Supreme Court considered
not income--tax.
whether
or not a pronerty
tax was unconstitutional
in cases where
the tax was levied
on ship cargo containers
which were utilized
exclusively
in foreign
commerce.
The containers
were owned, based,
and registered
abroad.
In reaching
its decision,
the Court explained
how a State
tax can have detrimental
effects
on the foreign commerce of the United
States:
"A State
tax on instrumentalities
of foreign
commerce
may frustrate
the achievement
of Federal
uniformity
in
several
ways.
If the State
imposes
an apportioned
tax,
international
disputes
over reconciling
apportionment
formulae
may arise.
If a novel
State
tax creates
an
asymmetry
in the international
tax structure,
foreign
nations
disadvantaged
by the levy may retaliate
against
American-owned
instrumentalities
present
in their
jurisdictions.
Such retaliation
of necessity
would be directed
at American
transportation
equipment
in general,
not just
that of the taxinq
State,
so that
the Nation
as a whole would suffer.
If other
States
followed
the
taxing
State's
example,
various
instrumentalities
of
commerce could be subjected
to varying
degrees
of multiple
taxation,
a result
that would plainly
prevent
this
Nation
from 'speaking
with
one voice'
in regulating
foreign commerce."
2/
The Supreme Court has not applied
the above analysis
to any
income tax case involving
worldwide
combined
reporting.
However,
multijurisdictional
corporate
officials
argue that
the Japan Line

---.

-l/Japan
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Ltd.

Z/Japan

Line

Ltd.,
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County

of

Los Angeles,

450-51.
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441 D.S.

434

(1979).

analysis
demonstrates
the potential
reporting
on U.S. foreign
commerce
wide combined
reporting
can produce
national
multiple
taxation.

harm of worldwide
combined
and also shows that
worldthe related
effect
of inter-

The States
argue that
the positions
held in the above case
are not applicable
to worldwide
apportionment.
They maintain
that worldwide
combined
reporting
does not affect
foreign
commerce but only involves
the determination
of the amount of income
attributable
to a particular
State.
The Illinois
Supreme
Court,
in a recent
income tax case involving
worldwide
combined
reporting,
recently
upheld
the States'
view.
The Court
stated
that:
"Japan Line is obviously
distinquishahle
from the case
here.
The purpose
of the apportionment
formula
is to
confine
the taxation
of business
income to that
portion
which is attributable
to activities
in Illinois.
This
appeal
does not involve
the multiple
taxation
of items
or instrumentalities
of foreiqn
commerce nor does unitary
reportinq
affect
Federal
authority
in governinq
foreiqn
commerce.
The concern
here is only with
the
taxation
of business
income fairly
attributable
to activities
within
the taxinq
State."
L/
This

case

is

now pending

in

the

U.S.

Supreme

Court.

Corporations
contend
that
worldwide
combined
reporting
poses risks
of
international
multiple - taxation
Multijurisdictional
corporate
officials
further
object
to
the use of worldwide
combined
reportinq
by States
on the qrounds
that
a substantial
risk
of international
double
taxation
is created because
State
tax provisions
are based on the unitary
concept while
Federal
tax provisions
and the tax provisions
of many
foreiqn
countries
are based on the separate
accounting
concept.
Multijurisdictional
corporate
officials
emphasize
that
the separate accounting
concept
has been a key element
of tax treaties
and treaties
of friendship
and commerce between
the T3.S. and
other
countries.
They also point
out that model tax conventions
promulgated
by the League of Nations
and the Organization
for Economic Cooperation
and Development
contain
the separate
accounting concept.
Some corporate
officials
maintain
that
since
the
income of each foreign
corporation
in a unitary
group can be
taxed
in total
by the foreign
country
using
separate
accounting

Tractor
-l/Caterpillar
2d 1343, 1354. (Ill.,
564 (1981).

Co. v. Department
of
1981),
prob.
juris.
-
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principles,
multiple
taxation
would result
come was also apportioned
by an individual

if some of
State.

that

in-

To su.pport
the above arguments,
the Mobil
Oil Corporation
in a recent
case l/ attempted
to apply
the Japan Line analysis
Mobil
Oil challenged
to an income tax situation.
In this
case,
on Commerce Clause grounds
the inclusion
of "foreign
source”
dividends
in the State
of Vermont's
tax base.
These dividends
were paid by foreign
subsidiaries
and affiliates
to their
U.S.
incorporated
parent,
Mobil
Oil.
Mobil
argued that,
like
the property
tax in Japan Line,
Vermont's
corporate
income tax poses
a substantial
risk
of international
multiple
taxation
and interferes
with
the Federal
government's
ability
to achieve
uniformity
in foreign
relations
and foreign
commerce.
in siding
with
the State,
did not
The 1J.S. Supreme Court,
accept
Mobil's
argument
and held that
the Japan Line decision
concerning
a State
property
tax
did not apply
to an income tax.
II* * * the factors
favoring
use of the alThe Court
stated
that
location
method in property
taxation
have no immediate
applicability
to an income tax."
2/
Furthermore,
the Court pointed
out
that
Federal
and State
governments
could
tax income concurrently
and likewise
that
Federal
and State
tax treatment
of foreign
income
does not have to be the same.
Corporations
contend
that worldwide
combined
reporting
givTSQ?lte
more than its proper
share of taxable
income because
of the noncomparability
between U.S. and --foreign
apportionment
factors
Formula
apportionment
is based on the premise
that
a dollar
of wages earned,
a dollar
spent on property,
and a dollar
of sales
produce
about the same amount of income in each
jurisdiction
in
which a corporation
operates.
This premise
validates
the application
of the apportionment
formula,
in which a corporation's
instate
property,
payroll,
and sales
are divided
by its total
property,
payroll,
and sales.
Corporate
officials
generally
accept
the premise
embodied
in the apportionment
formula
when the formula
is applied
to only 1J.s. corporations
because
variations
in wage
rates,
and sales prices
are not that
great
amonq
property
values,
the States.
Corporate
officials
contend,
however,
that
the premise
is
usually
not valid
when a State
includes
income from foreign
corporations
in its
apportionment
formula
under worldwide
combined
reporting.
The officials
maintain
that worldwide
application
of
__._._-
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an apportionment
formula
produces
a distorted
result
because wage
property
values,
and sales
prices
are significantly
difrates,
They argue
countries.
ferent
between
the U.S. and most foreign
that
the values
of the formula
factors
are Generally
lower in
foreign
countries
than in the U.S. and will
attribute
more income to the location
where property,
payroll,
and sales
are highest.
The contention
is that worldwide
combined
reporting
apportions
more income to a State
than is actually
earned within
that
State.
The States
which use worldwide
combined
reporting
argue that
the application
of apportionment
formula
factors
does not result
State
in distortion
of income attribution
between
jurisdictions.
proponents
believe
that
in most cases differences
in the values
of formula
factors
between
a State
and a foreign
country
are relatively
insignificant.
They add that
because
an apportionment
formula
provides
only a rough approximation
of the distribution
of an MJC's income,
minor differences
between
factor
values
are
permissible.
The States
also maintain
that differences
in the value
of formula factors
between
the United
States
and foreign
countries
are
not relevant
because
any attempt
to isolate
those
factors
is contrary
to the unitary
concept.
States
hold that
income from a unitary
business
is derived
from the functioning
of the business
as a whole and the factors
generating
unitary
business
income
cannot
be geographically
separated
or measured.
There have been no definitive
studies
measuring
differences
in the values
of apportionment
formula
factors
between
the United
States
and foreign
countries.
However,
available
evidence
from
independent
researchers
does indicate
that property
values
and
wages, even after
adjustments
for productivity
differences,
may
be substantially
lower
in many foreign
countries
than in the
United
States.
Corporations
contend
that
creates -- heavyad
--reporting

worldwide

combined

Corporate
officials
believe
that
the States'
worldwide
combined reporting
requirement
imposes
an administrative
burden
that
is generally
not present
when only domestic
U.S. corporations
are
involved.
According
to the officials,
the additional
administrative
burden results
from the need to (1) determine
whether
foreign
corporations
should
be included
in the unitary
business
(2) translate
foreign
currency
into
U.S. dollars,
and (3)
group,
adjust
foreign
financial
statements
to reflect
State
income tax
laws.
Most multinational
corporate
officials
consider
these administrative
requirements
especially
burdensome
when the unitary
business
includes
a parent
corporation
located
in a foreign
country.
The States
which apply worldwide
combined
reporting
do not believe
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the method results
national
taxpayer.
officials
overstate

in heavy administrative
They feel
that,
for
the difficulties.

the

burdens
on the multimost part,
corporate

Unitary
business
determination
more
complicated
under combined
reporting
and corporate
tax ofAs discussed
on pages 29 to 31, States
ficials
do not agree on the specific
criteria
for determining
Therefore,
a State's
dewhen business
operations
are unitary.
termination
that
a business
is unitary
can generate
substantial
controversy
and litigation
between
that
State
and the subject
corporations.
Corporate
officials
believe
that worldwide
combined
reporting
increases
administrative
burden because
each State
independently
makes unitary
determinations
which often
require
both the parent
corporation
and its
foreign
subsidiaries
to submit
substantial
For example,
some States
routinely
amounts of data to the State.
require
that
corporations
provide
data such as profit
and loss
statements,
balance
sheets,
descriptions
of principal
products
and
services,
lists
of officers
and directors,
CPA audit
reports,
and
lists
of reports
filed
with
government
agencies.
Corporate
officials
maintain
that
for a large
multijurisdicdata may have to be obtained
from hundreds
of
tional
entity,
subsidiary
corporations
operating
in numerous
foreign
countries.
The information
obtained
from these
foreiqn
corporations
may be
in a foreign
language,
thus requiring
translation.
Most of the
multijurisdictional
corporate
officials
responding
to our questionnaire
said that
data needed to make the unitary
determination
was difficult
and expensive
to secure
from foreign-affiliated
corporations.
States
which use worldwide
combined
reporting
explain
that
differences
among corporate
structures
and operations
necessitate
that
unitary
determinations
be made on a case-by-case
basis.
To
make more accurate
determinations,
States
argue that
they often
must collect
large
amounts of data pertaining
to a corporation's
organization
and operation.
State
tax administrators
maintain
that
problems
in obtaining
the necessary
data are due more to noncooperation
by corporate
taxpayers
than to any inherent
data collection
difficulties.
in calculating
the value of foreign
States
believe
that,
apportionment
factors,
multinational
corporate
taxpayers
also
State
tax officials
hold that,
in
overstate
the difficulties.
calculating
profit
or loss for their
foreign
entities,
multinationati
taxpayers
must determine
the value
of the entities'
property,
payroll,
and sales.
State
officials
maintain
that
these
determinations
can be made in foreign
currency
and the final
tax
liability
translated
into
dollars
without
major difficulty.
38
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Foreign

currency

translation

Whenever U.S. and foreign
taxpayers
are included
in the same
a special
procedure
is employed
to
tax liability
computation,
assure
that
the relevant
figures
reported
to the taxing
authority,
This
whether
the Federal
government
or a State,
are comparable.
currency
translation."
It
procedure
is referred
to as "foreign
serves
the purpose
of achieving
comparability
between
U.S. dolby taking
into
account
diflars
and various
foreign
currencies
ferences
in currency
values
at any given
time.
Although
the process
of translating
foreign
currency
into
rJ.S. dollars
according
to the corporate
officials,
it
is complex,
is currently
required
to be performed
in certain
situations.
For
instance,
U.S. parent
corporations
filing
Federal
consoLidated
tax returns
presently
make currency
translations
for their
foreign
subsidiaries
included
in those
returns.
These !J.S. corporations
use well-established
standards
and procedures
in pre.paring
their
consolidated
returns.
In addition,
the Financial
Accounting
Standards
Board has promulgated
foreign
currency
translation
standards for financial
accounting
purposes.
However,
corporate
officials
maintain
that
foreign
currency
translation
can be extremely
complex,
especially
when a State
applies
worldwide
combined
reporting
to a large
multinational
enterprise
consisting
of a TJ.S;. parent
with
many foreign
subsidiaries.
Sixty-five
percent
of the multinational
corporations
we contacted
believe
foreign
currency
translations
constitute
a
major problem,
and officials
stated
that
extensive
effort
is
required
to translate
the foreign-based
data for each subsidiary
into
U.S. dollars.
Although
the difficulty
in translating
foreign
currency
may not be as great
as some corporations
contend,
it can be a
laborious
task.
The situation
might
he improved
if the States
which employ worldwide
combined
reportinq
would consider
adopting
. the existing
standards
and procedures
used for foreign
currency
translation.
Adjustments

for

State

tax

purposes-

Because different
rules
apply,
corporations
normally
maintain
separate
sets of records
for financial
accounting
purposes
and for Federal
income tax purnoses.
Procedures
have been established
which
facilitate
the conversion
of financial
accounting
data to figures
which conform
to the Federal
income tax law.
The
application
of these procedures
does not usualLy
present
any difficulty
when data from only
U.S. corporations
is being converted.
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Corporate
officials
stated that obstacles
can arise,
however, when a U.S. -based MJC must file
a Federal consolidated
tax
return.
Regulations
stipulate
that the consolidated
return
must
include data from both U.S. and foreign
subsidiaries.
To prepare
the U.S. parent corporation
must convert
the foreign
the return,
Corsubsidiary
financial
data to meet U.S. tax law requirements.
porate officials
explained
that this conversion
can be difficult
because many foreign
accounting
rules are considerably
different
from U.S. rules.
According
to the corporate
officials,
adjustments
in addition to those required
for Federal consolidated
tax return
purposes must be made when a State applies worldwide
combined reporting
because State rules often differ
from both Federal and
foreign
tax rules.
For example, the officials
said that provisions covering depreciation,
business deductions,
and items to
be included
in income may be different.
The officials
said that
the corporations
included
in a Federal consolidated
tax return
may not be all the same as those corporations
included in a unitary group by a State,
requiring
that the taxpayer make additions
or deletions
to prepare the State combined report,
Sixty percent
of the large MJCs we contacted
stated that the adjustments
necessitated
by worldwide
combined reporting
pose major difficulties.
Multinational
corporate
officials
claim that they incur an
especially
heavy administrative
burden when a State's
application
of the worldwide
unitary
concept consists
of a foreign
parent
corporation
and U.S. subsidiaries,
Unlike the situation
involving a U.S. parent corporation;
Federal consolidated
tax returns
are not prepared when the consolidated
entity
includes a foreign
parent corporation.
Thus, the taxpayer need not have adapted its
records to the requirements
of U.S. tax laws.
To prepare a combined report,
the U.S. subsidiary
must adapt its foreign
parent's
records to conform to the State's
tax law.
This can be unduly
burdensome, considering
the differences
in language and accounting rules between the United States and other countries.
In fact,
all of the CPAs who commented on this point felt
that differences
in accounting
rules and customs between the United States and
foreign
countries
would cause major problems for the U.S. taxpayer.
States that apply worldwide
combined reporting
maintain
that adjusting
foreign
records for State tax purposes is not as
difficult
as corporate
taxpayers
contend.
States explain
that
most multinational
corporations
prepare,
for management purposes,
consolidated
income statements
for their
unitary
businesses either in dollars
or in the foreign
country currency.
For example,
State tax officials
hold that,
to prepare their
corporate
income
statements,
taxpayers
must determine
the value of the foreign
corporation(s)'
property,
payroll,
and sales,
State officials
believe
that,
even if such determinations
are made in foreign
currency, taxpayers
can readily
translate
the foreign
currency values into dollars
to calculate
State tax liability.
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STATE TAXATION OF DIVIDENDS FROM
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS IS ANOTHER
CONTROVERSIAL ISSUE
I

The

issue
of State
taxation
of foreign
source
dividends
is
similar
to the issue
involving
worldwide
combined
reporting
because both pertain
to the tax treatment
of income generated
by
corporations
operating
outside
the United
States.
However,
taxation
of foreign
source
dividends
is a separate
issue because
it
involves
the taxing
of income derived
from foreign
sources
and
in the form of dividends.
subsequently
paid to a U.S. corporation
The crux of the issue
is whether
the States
should
be limited
in taxing
such dividends.
Multijurisdictional
corporate
officials
maintain
that
States
should
only tax foreign
source dividends to the extent
that
they are taxed by the Federal
Government.
The States
do not believe
that
such a restriction
is valid.
Both
parties
have developed
arguments
to support
their
respective
positions.
Under JJ.6. tax laws the entire
net income of a U.S. corporation,
whether
received
from domestic
or foreign
sources,
is subject
to income tax.
When the income that
a 1J.S. corporation
receives
from foreign
sources
is in the form of dividends,
the risk
of international
double
taxation
exists.
This is due to the fact
that
the dividends
are not only subject
to tax by the TJ.S. Government
but the earnings
from which the dividends
are paid may
also be taxed by the foreign
country.
To avoid
double
taxation,
the Federal
Government
allows
the U.S. corporation
which receives
the dividends
a credit
for the foreign
income taxes paid by the
foreign
corporation
on the earnings
from
which the dividends
are
paid.
To qualify
for the tax credit,
the 1J.S. corporation
must
own at least
10 percent
of the stock
of the foreign
corporation.
It is the opinion
of most multijurisdictional
corporate
officials
that
dividends
derived
from foreign
sources
should
not
be taxed by the States
or, that
the dividends
should
only be taxable
to the extent
that
they are taxed by the Federal
Government.
The officials
point
out that
most States
require
corporations
to
start
with
Federal
taxable
income in calculating
State
taxable
income and therefore
include
foreign
source dividends
in the corporate
tax base as the Federal
Government
does.
They maintain,
however,
that
State
taxation
of these dividends
in full
results
in international
double
taxation
because
the income from which
the dividends
are paid is also taxed
at its
source by foreign
governments.
The officials
complain
that
no States
grant
a credit
similar
to the Federal
tax credit
and most States
do not even
grant
a deduction
to alleviate
this
double
taxation.
The officials
also point
out that
foreign
source dividends
represent
income from operations
conducted
entirely
outside
the
United
States.
Therefore,
the States
are not justified
in taxing dividends
derived
from business
profits
to which no State's
economy has contributed.
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State
tax officials
respond
to the corporate
officials‘
arguments by pointing
out that
dividends
meet
the commonly accepted
definition
of income.
The State
officials
explain
that
taxing
corporate
income when earned by the corporation
and again when
received
by the stockholders
has never been held to be unconstitutional
double
taxation,
whether
the two taxes
are imposed by
the same sovereign
qovernment
or by different
governments.
ThUS,
there
is no reason why a State
should
give preferential
treatment
to foreign
source
dividends,
as compared to 1J.S. source
dividends,
by granting
the corporation
receiving
the dividends
a credit
for
taxes paid by the foreign
corporation.
State
officials
also point
out that
State
income taxes have
always been imposed
in addition
to Federal
income taxes.
State
proponents
believe
that
the independent
taxing
power of the States
permits
them to vary from Federal
tax
procedures
in certain
situations
without
violating
the
Commerce and Due Process
Clauses.
A significant
judicial
comment on the issue
of State
taxation
of foreign
source dividends
came in the 1980 Supreme Court
decision
in Mobil
0il
Corp. v. Commissioner
of Taxes-of
Vermont.
1/
The Court held that,
assuming
there
is a unitary
relationship
be-tween the
foreign
corporation
paying
the dividends
and the IJ.S.based corporation
being
paid the dividends,
it is permissible
for a State
to include
the foreign
source dividends
in the apportionable
base of its
income tax.
Since Mobil
did not deny the
unitary
relationship,
the Court did not have
to decide
whether
the dividends
would be apportionable
if such a relationship
did
not exist.
The Court added:
"We do not mean to suggest
that
all dividend
income received
by corporations
operating
in interstate
commerce
is necessarily
taxable
in each State
where that
corporation
does business.
Where the business
activities
of
the dividend
payor have nothing
to do with the activities
of the recipient
in the taxing
State,
due process
considerations
might well
preclude
apportionability,
because there would be no underlying
unitary
business.O
2/
The Supreme Court did not deal with
the definition
of a unitary
business
in the Mobil
case.
However,
two cases are now
pending
in the Court -which
multinational
corporate
taxpayers
are challenginq
the power of States
to include
foreign
source

L/Mobil
IJ.S.
z/Mobil

Oil Cosporation
--425 (1980)-.
Oil

Corporation,

v.

Commissioner
--

441-42.
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of

Taxes

of

Vermont,
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dividends
in the apportionable
bases of their
income taxes.
l/
contends,
among other
positions,
That
In each case, the taxpayer
the business
of the dividend-paying
corporation
was not part of
the unitary
business
carried
on by the taxpayer
in the taxing
State.
Even if a State
determines
that
a multinational
corporate
it is important
to note that
the State
can
business
is unitary,
use alternative
approaches,
having
different
effects
on tax
liability,
to take into
account
the corporation's
foreign
source
dividends.
One approach
is to use worldwide
combined
reporting,
under which the income of the foreign
subsidiaries
is included
in the apportionment
base on a current
basis,
and the combined
income is then apportioned
by a formula
using the combined
factors
of all
corporations
in the group.
Another
approach
is to
tax the foreign
source
income when it is repatriated
in the
form of dividends
paid to the U.S. parent.
The two approaches
are mutually
exclusive,
since
under worldwide
combinerI
reporting
the intercompany
dividends
are eliminated,
in that
all
corporations
in the unitary
group are treated
as a single
taxable
entity.
When a State
uses the approach
of taxing
repatriated
dividends,
it must then determine
whether
the dividends
should be
apportioned
by formula
or allocated,
usually
to the State
where
the parent
corporation's
headquarters
is located.
The .-Mobil
decision
upholds
the apportionment
of the dividends
where there
is
a unitary
business
relationship
between
the foreign
corporation
paying
the dividends
and the U.S. parent,
but the decision
does
not declare
that
all
States
must use this
approach.
The issues
covered
in the Mobil
decision
are at the heart
of
the controversy
surrounding
State
taxation
of foreiqn
source dividends.
The decision,
however,
leaves
some questions
unanswered,
(1) Must there
be a unitary
relationship
in all
cases
such as:
between
the dividend-paying
corporation
and the dividend-receiving
corporation
to treat
dividends
as apportionable
income?
(2)
If a
unitary
relationship
is required,
what should
be the criteria
for
of dividend
indefining
the relationshi:>?
(3)
i% ?i!,p~>ri: iOrl~~e!nt
come by a formula
consisting
of the dividend-receiving
corporation's
property,
payroll
and sales
a reasonable
method,
or should
some adjustment
be made, such as including
the dividend-paying
corporation's
factors
in the formula?
These questions
should
be
thoroughly
considered
in deciding
if some limit
should
be placed
on State
taxation
of foreign
source
dividends.

Mexico v. --F.W. and Revenue Dept. of the State -.of New
-l/Taxation
---7----Tprob.
Woolworth
Co.,
624
P.
2d
287%illM,1981
Jurls.
rloted,
--I~
--102 S. Ct. 86 (1981)
and ASARCO Inc. v. idaho State-Tax
‘d&&ission 99 Idaho 924, 592 P. 2d 39 (1979),
prob.
juris.
noted,
--102 s. ct. 87 (1981).
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OTHER ISSUES ARE
LESS CONTROVERSIAL
Although
State
and multi
jurisdictional
corporate
tax officials
are divided
on many of the issues,
they have less disagreement
over the domestic
interstate
issues.
These issues
are
generally
not as complicated
or controversial
as the issues
involving
foreign
operations,
thus potentially
allowing
easier
resolution.
Our work indicates
that
there
is some basis
for
agreement
on most of the major
interstate
issues,
including
(1)
establishing
objective
criteria
for determining
when a State
has
jurisdiction
to tax an MJC, (2) specifying
the starting
point
for
calculating
taxable
income,
(3) determining
if a mandatory
threefactor
apportionment
formula
should
be employed
by the States,
(4) specifying
the composition
of the apportionment
formula
factors,
and (5) deciding
whether
some types
of income should
be allocated
to a single
State
or apportioned
among the States.
We considered
all
the data we gathered
in ascertaining
the
extent
of agreement
that
exists
on these
issues
but relied
in
large
part on the comments we received
from experts
and key association
officials
during
a 2-day conference
we conducted
on the
subject.
The attendees
represented
a balance
between
State and
corporate
proponents,
and included
officials
of corporate
and
State
tax associations,
and members of academia.
Durinq
the conference,
the above issues
were discussed
from the viewpoint
of
the experts
reaching
a compromise
on each issue.
The tax experts,
however,
could
speak only
for themselves,
and not with delegated
authority
for their
constituencies.
for a list
(See app. III
of attendees.)
Although
the attendees
disagreed
on how some proposals
should
be implemented,
their
overriding
view was that
the
provisions
for taxinq
multijurisdictional
corporate
income should
be applied
uniformly
by the States.
Should
jurisdiction-to-tax
eide
more specific
and corporate
officials?

criteria
guidance
to State
If so, how?

LTurisdiction-to-tax
is a technical
term referring
to the
problem
of determining
when an MJC's activities
or connections
in a State
are sufficient
to subject
it to income tax liability.
12 to 13.)
This determination
is not a problem,
for
(See
pp.
example,
when an MJC has a major manufacturing
plant
or office
in a State.
The existence
and operation
of such facilities
in a State
leave
little
doubt that
the corporation
is taxable.
Flowever,
questions
concerning
the level
of activity
necessary
for a State
to tax that
activity
often
arise
when an MJC's
presence
in a State
is less obvious.
There
of whether
tion"
test

have been numerous court
cases involving
the question
an MJC's in-State
activities
meet the "minimal
connecof the Due Process
Clause.
One of the more siqnificant
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cases was Northwestern
States
Portland
Cement Co. v. Minnesota,
358 U.S. 450 (1959),
where Minnesota
levied
a net income tax on
an out-of-State
corporation
that
systematically
solicited
orders
and maintained
a sales
office
in Minnesota.
The Supreme Court
agreed with
the State
that
these activities
were sufficient
to
assess
an income tax.
The Court
stated:
"Net income from the
interstate
operations
of [an out-of-State]
corporation
may be subjected
to State
taxation
provided
the levy is not discriminatory
and is properly
apportioned
to local
activities
within
the taxing
State*
* *,. " The essence
of this
decision
was that
a State
could
tax a corporation's
activities
because
the State
provided
the corporation
certain
basic
benefits
and protections.
The broad language
in the Northwestern
decision
suggested
to many observers
that
the income from marginal
corporate
actiConcerned
with
this
broad
vities
within
a State might
be taxed.
the corporations
prevailed
on Congress
to enact
interpretation,
State
Public
Law 86-272.
This law, passed in 1959, prohibits
or local
governments
from imposing
net income taxes on corporations
whose business
activities
in a State
are limited
to one
or more of the following:
--Solicitation
of
property
by the
when the orders
for approval
or
or delivery
from

orders
for sales
of tangible
personal
seller
or the seller's
representative
are sent outside
the taxing
State
rejection
and are filled
by shipment
a point
outside
that
State.

--Solicitation
of orders
for the sale of tangible
personal
property
by the seller
or the seller's
representative
for
the benefit
of a prospective
customer
of the business,
when
the orders
are sent out of the State
for acceptance
and
are filled
from a point
outside
the taxing
State.
--Sales
or solicitation
represent
more than
out as "independent
their
business.

by "independent
contractors"
who
one principal
and who hold themselves
in the regular
course
of
contractors"

While
these limitations
do specify
when a State
cannot
tax
an interstate
business
activity,
they are subjective
and provide
little
basis
for determining
when a State has jurisdiction-to-tax.
As a result,
State
courts
have made diverse
and conflicting
interpretations
of Public
Law 86-272.
Because of the lack of guidance, many MJCs have difficulty
determining
if their
activities
in a State
are taxable.
As we noted previously,
32 percent
of
the corporations
responding
to our questionnaire
had disputes
with the States
concerning
jurisdiction-to-tax
issues
during
the
5-year
period
from 1973 through
1977.
In
officials

light
of the current
whom we contacted

most State
situation,
believe
that definitive,
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and corporate
objective

jurisdiction-to-tax
criteria
are needed to facilitate
the determination
of when an out-of-State
corporation
is taxable
in a
State
and also to prevent
corporations
with minimal
activity
in
a State
from being taxed.
For example,
85 percent
of the large
corporations
and about 75 percent
(seven of nine)
of the CPAs
completing
our questionnaire
stated
that
the income of an MJC
should
only be taxed in a State
if the corporation
has a business
location
in that
State
and if the business
location
is not a salesman's car or home.
most State
officials
we contacted
faHowever,
vored a minimum sales
rule
that would exempt a corporation
from
income tax in a State
if the corporation
generated
sales
totaling
less than $500,000
in the State
and had no business
location
nor
inventory
in the State.
The minimum sales
rule was also the consensus
position
reached
by the tax experts
at our 2-day conference.
They believed
that
$l,OOO,OOO should
be considered
as the minimum sales
figure.
The experts
also believed
that,
if a minimum sales
figure was adopted,
Public
Law 86-272 could be repealed.
Should
the startinq
point
--to
determine
corporxtaxab=
--

which

all
States
use
income be the same?

IJnder the current
State
tax system,
each State
formulates
its own definition
of corporate
taxable
income.
In determining
taxable
income,
34 of the 45 States
require
a corporation
to
start
with
its
Federal
taxable
income.
The corporation
must
then make adjustments
to that
figure
in accordance
with
State
provisions
to arrive
at State
taxable
income.
A State's
apportionment
formula
is then applied
to this
figure
to determine
the
The remaining
11 States
amount of that
income the State
can tax.
generally
require
that
corporations
use qross income rather
than
Federal
taxable
income as the starting
point
because
these States
believe
that
exclusion
of the Federal
figure
results
in a more
accurate
computation
of State
taxable
income.
The gross
income
figure
is then adjusted
in accordance
with
State
tax provisions
to arrive
at State
taxable
income.
Neither
TJDITPA nor the MTC
regulations
address
the subject
of the starting
point.
Corporate
officials
claim
that
filing
returns
in States
not
using
Federal
taxable
income as the starting
point
requires
that
additional
adjustments
be made to arrive
at the State's
taxable
income and increases
their
compliance
costs.
Corporate
officials
also maintain
that
requiring
States
to use Federal
taxable
income
as the startinq
point
is desirable
because
it will
make compliance
with State
provisions
and tax administration
easier.
To reduce
the compliance
burden and simplify
administration,
most corporate
officials
told
us they qenerally
favor
using
Federal
taxable
income as the startinq
point
for determining
State
taxable
income.
States
told
us, however,
that
they are generally
opposed to any
uniform
starting
point
because
they believe
that
States
should
not be restricted
in determininq
f:heir
own income bases.
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Should the equally
weighted three-factor
formula
be
used
in
apportioning
corporate
income?
~---Most of the States which tax corporate
income use an equally
weighted three-factor
apportionment
formula consisting
of property,
Other States use the same three factors
but
payroll,
and sales.
weigh them disproportionately
and a couple of States employ only
uses
a threea oneor two-factor
formula.
For example, Florida
factor
formula with a double-weighted
sales factor,
while West
Virginia
uses
a two-factor
(property
and payroll)
formula.
To
foster
uniformity
and facilitate
compliance,
almost all States
and corporate
representatives
we contacted
believed
that States
should use an equally weighted three-factor
formula.
MTC regulations
as well as UDITPA prescribe
an equally
weighted three-factor
apportionment
formula.
In this regard,
35
States presently
use an equally
weighted,
three-factor
formula.
The other 10 States use various
formulas
for determining
the
amount of income to be taxed, varying
from a one-factor
formula
to a three-factor
formula doubly weighted for sales.
The tax experts at our conference
believed
that all States
should use an equally
weighted three-factor
formula.
They felt
that use of the formula should be mandatory to ensure uniformity
and consistency.

Should the formula factors
be uniformly
defined by States --- and if -L---so how?
The three factors
of property,
payroll,
and sales are generally
used in formula apportionment
because they are deemed to
reflect
the relative
contribution
of an MJC's activities
in various States to the production
of total
corporate
income.
Because
the factors
are used to determine
what part of the total
income
any State can tax, the makeup of each factor
is important
and
should be uniformly
defined
in all States.
Both UDITPA and the MTC regulations
discuss the makeup of
each factor.
For example, UDITPA and the MTC regulations
prescribe that the property
Eactor should consist
of the average
value of the taxpayer's
real and tangible
personal property
owned
or rented and used in the State.
Both documents also state that
owned property
is to be valued at its original
cost and rented
property
at 8 times the net annual rental
rate.

Of the 44 States which use a property
factor,
9 include or
exclude certain
types of property
prescribed
by UDITPA and the
MTC regulations.
In addition,
seven States value
property
on a
basis other than original
cost.
UDITPA and the MTC regulations
factor
should consist
of the total
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prescribe
that the payroll
compensation
for personal

services
paid by the taxpayer.
However,
only 35 of the 44 States
which use a payroll
factor
adhere to the UDITPA and MTC regulations.
Six of the remaining
nine States
exclude
salaries
paid
to corporate
officials
and three
States
include
or exclude
other
types
of compensation.
TJDITPA and the MTC also prescribe
that
the taxpayer's
sales
should
be attributed
to that
State which
is the destination
of
Furthermore,
the sales.
UDITPA and the MTC regulations
provide
for the use of a throwback
rule.
This rule permits
the sales
to
be attributed
to the State where the sales
originated
if the destination-of-sales
State
does not tax the corporation.
This rule
helps
to ensure that
all
of the income of a corporation
is subject
to a State
tax.
All but one of the States
which use a sales
factor use the destination-of-sales
rule.
Twenty-three
States
follow
the UDITPA and MTC throwback
rule.
State
and corporate
officials
we contacted
generally
agreed
that
all
States
should
follow
the IJDITPA and MTC regulations
for
the composition
of formula
factors.
They did not agree,
however,
on whether
the States
should
use a throwback
rule.
Should
specific
allocation
in conjunction
with
formula
and, if so, when?

I

be used
apportionment

Specific
allocation,
employed
by most States
in conjunction
with
formula
apportionment,
excludes
certain
types
of income from
the apportionable
tax base and assigns
the income to an individual State.
(See p. 4.)
The rationale
for allocating
income is
that
certain
types of income,
such as dividends
and interest,
are
derived
from activities
in a single
State.
l/
Income is allocated
to a State
according
to criteria
such as ths location
of income
producing
assets
or the site
of the corporation's
main business
office.
Both UDITPA and MTC have formulated
regulations
relevant
to
specific
allocation.
UDITPA defines
income as either
business
income or nonbusiness
income,
In essence,
business
income is
that
income earned in the regular
course
of the corporation's
trade
or business
and is apportioned.
Nonbusiness
income is all
other
income,
and this
income is allocated
to specific
States.
The MTC regulations
seem to define
business
income more broadly
According
to the MTC regulations,
the classithan does UDITPA.
fication
of income by type,
such as dividend
or interest
income,
is of no aid in determining
whether
income is business
or nonbusiness
income.
The regulations
indicate
that
income of any
--

of income which are
-l/Types
(1) net rents
and royalties,
dividends,
and (4) interest.

normally
allocated
to a State
include
(2) capital
gains
and losses,
(3)
b
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type or class
and from any source
is business
income if it arises
from transactions
and activities
occurring
in the regular
course
the critical
element
in deof a trade
or business.
Accordingly,
termining
whether
income is business
or nonbusiness
is the identification
of the nature
of transactions
and activities.
The
result
of the above definition
is that MTC considers
almost
all
income earned by an MJC to be business
income.
Our inventory
showed that
11 of the 45 States
apportion
all
or nearly
all
of a corporation's
income.
Twenty-four
States
use
UDTTPA's definition
of classifying
income as business
or nonbusiness income,
and apportion
the business
income and allocate
the
nonbusiness
income.
The remaining
10 States
apportion
business
income and allocate
other
types
of income which they classify
in
various
ways.
some of the States
classify
certain
For example,
types of allocable
income as investment
income.
The large
corporate
taxpayers,
CPAs, and State
advocates
whom we contacted
held differing
opinions
on the merits
of apportioning
all multijurisdictional
corporate
income versus
allocating
some types of income.
Their
differences
centered
on
how various
types of dividend
and interest
income should
be
handled.
The experts
at our conference,
however,
generally
agreed that
all
corporate
income should
be apportioned
using
an
equally
weighted
three-factor
formula,
the factors
being
those
defined
in UDITPA and the MTC regulations.
Some experts
believed
that
apportionment
of all
income would simplify
the task of dividing multijurisdictional
corporate
income amonq the States.
They
also believed
that
it would reduce the possibility
for overtaxation
or undertaxation
by eliminating
the diversity
resulting
from
the various
State
rules
governing
income allocation.
Agreement
on full
apportionment,
however,
did not include
situations
in
which
some States
take foreign
source
income into
account.
As
discussed
previously,
States
and corporate
officials
disagree
on the tax treatment
of income from foreign
sources.
If all
income is apportioned,
however,
there
is the possibility
of distortion
since
the standard
three-factor
formula
was
designed
to apportion
operating
income and may not be as well
suited
to apportion
investment
income.
For example,
the property
factor
contained
in the three-factor
formula
used by most
States
generally
excludes
intangible
property.
To properly
apportion
investment
income,
such as dividends,
it may be necessary
to include
some measure of intangible
property
in the property
factor.
Such inclusion
would seem to more properly
fulfill
the
objective
of using
apportionment
formulas--to
attribute
income
to the States
on the basis
of factors
which produced
the income.
SUMMARY
primary

Separate
accounting
and formula
apportionment
are the
methods
used by the States
to determine
the amount
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two
of

multijurisdictional
corporate
income that
is subject
to State
tax.
With separate
accounting,
taxable
income is determined
by
isolating
an MJC's income and expenses
within
a State.
It is
generally
considered
more difficult
to apply
than formula
apportionment
because
it often
requires
analysis
of numerous
transact
ions,
allocation
of indirect
expenses,
and determination
of arm's length
prices.
Only about half
the States
use
separate
accounting
and then to tax only certain
types of corporations.
Formula
apportionment
is used by all
45 income tax
most situations.
It attributes
the income of an MJC to
on the basis
of factors--normally
property,
payroll,
and
which are considered
to have generated
the income.
The
underlying
formula
apportionment
is that
it can only be
to a business
as a whole,
that
is a unitary
business.

States
in
a State
sales-principle
applied

The difficulty
in defining
a unitary
business
has complicated the application
of formula
apportionment
to multicorporate
entities.
Although
some State
taxing
authorities
and courts
have
developed
unitary
business
criteria,
corporate
taxpayers
have
often
disagreed
with
the criteria.
The result
is that
no firm
definition
exists.
Originally,
the States
applied
formula
apportionment
only
to the various
offices,
branches,
and divisions
of single
unitary corporations.
They gradually
broadened
this
application
to
multicorporate
enterprises
comprised
of U.S. parent
and subsidiary corporations.
In recent
years some States,
using
worldwide
combined
reporting,
have extended
their
formula
to include
foreign
corporations.
While multijurisdictional
corporate
taxpayers
generally
accept
the States'
application
of apportionment
formulas
to parents
and subsidiaries
operating
within
the United
States,
most taxpayers
object
to extension
of the method outside
the
U.S. boundaries.
Multinational
corporate
officials'
arguments
against
States'
application
of apportionment
formulas
to worldwide
operations
focus on several
key points.
Multinational
taxpayers
contend
that
the method
(1) results
in State
taxation
of foreign
source
income,
(2) disrupts
U.S. foreign
commerce,
(3) increases
the
potential
for international
multiple
taxation,
(4) overallocates
income to States,
and (5) imposes heavy administrative
burdens.
The States
which use this
method,
especially
California,
generally dismiss
the corporate
arguments.
Some of the ahove arguments
and related
ones involving
State
taxation
of dividends
from foreign
sources
have been addressed
in
court
decisions.
Although
the courts
have taken up some of the
remain
unresolved.
arguments,
for the most part
the issues
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There are also other
important
issues
stemming
from State
These
issues
taxation
of multijurisdictional
corporations.
include
(1) criteria
for determining
taxability
of a multistate
corporation,
(2) the starting
point
for calculating
State taxable
(4) the formula
factors
to
income,
(3) use of a mandatory
formula,
be applied,
and (5) apportionment
versus
allocation
of income.
Resolution
of these issues
would
significantly
increase
uniformity,
and generally
improve
the administrareduce compliance
problems,
tion
of State
taxation
of corporate
income.
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CHAPTER 4
SCOPE OF REVIEW
The House Committee
on Ways and Means, in a May 3, 1978, letasked us to study how States
tax the income of MJCs.
In parter,
the Committee
asked us to develop
information
on how the
ticular,
the revenue
impact
on the States
various
States
apportion
income,
if the Congress
were
to
limit
the use of those apportionment
methods,
and the feasibility
of all
States
using
the same method.
We documented
how States
tax multijurisdictional
corporate
income by compiling
an inventory
of State
tax provisions.
We
compiled
the inventory
primarily
from information
shown in the
Commerce Clearing
House State
Tax Reporter,
the Prentice-Hall
a 1974 House Banking
Committee
study,
and
All States
Handbook,
a 1976 Treasury
Department
study
on State
taxation
of income
We supplemented
data obtained
from these
from foreign
sources.
Once we compiled
sources
with
a questionnaire
to the States.
our inventory
we had each State
verify
in writing
that
our inventory
of its
taxing
provisions
was accurate.
Despite
our efforts
to ensure
that our inventory
was complete
there
may be some discrepancies
between our compiand accurate,
lation
and other
similar
lists.
The breadth
and diversity
of
State provisions
covering
the taxation
of MJCs and the fact
that
some
State
statutes
and regulations
are unclear
permit
differences
in interpretations.
In compiling
our inventory
of State
tax provisions
and
we focused
only on State
laws and rules
perthroughout
our study,
taining
to multijurisdictional
manufacturing
and mercantile
corporations.
We excluded
from consideration
financial
institutions,
insurance
companies,
public
utilities,
communication
companies,
transportation
companies,
and other
corporations
which are usually
covered
by special
State
income tax laws.
Although
our inventory
is limited
to manufacturing
and mercantile
corporations,
we believe
these
corporations
represent
a sufficiently
large
number of MJCs
to permit
us to focus on the issues
relevant
to these corporations.
To help us define
the issues
pertaining
to State taxation
of
MJCs we conducted
interviews
initially
with
tax administrators
from seven States,
eight
Chicago
area corporations,
and six organizations.
Four of the six organizations
continued
to provide
us
information
throughout
our study.
Two of the four groups represent corporate
taxpayers
--the
Committee
on State
Taxation
(COST)
and the National
Association
of Manufacturers
(NAM); the other
two represent
States --the
Multistate
Tax Commission
(MTC) and the
National
Association
of Tax Administrators
(NATA).
The other
two
organizations
were the Tax Executives
Institute
(TEI)
and the National
Tax Association-Tax
Institute
of America
(NTA-TIA).
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We analyzed
the issues
resulting
from State taxing
practices
by obtaining
substantial
input
from both State
and corpoWe sent questionnaires
to States;
large,
medium,
rate sources.
and large
accounting
firms.
One
and small
size corporations:
questionnaire
was sent to all
45 States
which tax corporate
net
income.
All 45 States
completed
the questionnaire,
which consisted
of questions
concerning
(1) the State's
corporate
income
tax,
such as the number of corporate
returns
filed
in the State;
(2) the use of separate
accounting;
(3) the need for greater
uniformity:
and (4) the application
of the unitary
method.
Two slightly
different
versions
of the questionnaire
were
used.
We sent one version
to the 26 States
who told
us in a
telephone
survey
that
their
data processing
systems
could
identify
information
on both intrastate
and multijurisdictional
corporate
activity.
This version
asked the 26 States
to provide
us information
on all
corporations
within
the State and on multijurisdictional
corporations.
The other
version
of the questionnaire
was sent to the 19 States
who told
us they could not eeparate
intrastate
and multijurisdictional
corporate
activity.
This quest&onnaire
asked the 19 States
to provide
us the same
type of information
but for all
corporations
within
the State.
Where possible,
we combined
the results
of the two questionnaires
when tabulating
and presenting
the data.
Our questionnaire
to large
corporations
was sent to a random
sample of 510 corporations
taken
from a list
of 1400 manufacturing or mercantile
companies
which are members of the Tax Executives
Institute.
Of the 510 corporations
receiving
questionnaires,
46 (9 percent)
told
us that
they could
not adequately
respond
for
reasons
such as not having
been in business
long enough to have
the information
we requested
or being
the subsidiary
of a parent
which maintained
the company's
tax data.
Three hundred
and
sixty-five
of the remaining
464 corporations
(79 percent),
completed
the questionnaire.
About 80 percent
of the 365 respondents said they were multinational
corporations
and about 50 percent said they filed
returns
in 30 or more States.
On the basis
of the questionnaire
responses,
the average
annual
net sales
of
each of the 365 corporations
was about
$1.6 billion.
The questionnaire
to large
corporations
was used primarily
to obtain
their
experiences
and opinions
on key issues
related
to State
taxation
of multijurisdictional
corporate
income.
The
questionnaire
requested
information
on (1) the extent
of corporate activity
in the States,
such as the number of returns
filed:
(2) jurisdiction-to-tax
criteria;
(3) compliance
costs:
(4) views
on uniformity:
(5) definition
of a unitary
business:
(6) application
of the unitary
concept:
(7) allocation
of income:
and
(8) separate
accounting.
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We also sent a similar
but briefer
questionnaire
to a sample
of 63 small
and medium size corporations.
To arrive
at this
numrandomly
selected
269 firms
from Dun & Rradstreet's
ber, we first
Million
Dollar
Directory,
which
lists
over 80,000 businesses
with
assets
of $500,000
to $1 million.
We then telephoned
the 269 companies
to determine
whether
they were MJCs--only
71 were.
Sixtythree
of the 71 corporate
taxpayers
agreed to complete
our questionnaire.
However,
only 42 of the 63 firms
(67 percent)
actually
responded.
The 42 corporations
reported
average
annual
net sales
of $72 million
and 36 of the corporations
said they filed
returns
in 10 or fewer States.
Once the questionnaires
were returned
to us, we checked them
for completeness
and accuracy
and tabulated
the data.
We combined
the questionnaire
responses
obtained
from the large,
medium, ,and
small
size corporations
in order
to project
the results
to the
total
universe.
Because the sizes
of the samples
were proportionately
different,
we combined
the questionnaire
responses
by
weighting
each case according
to the sample from which it was
drawn.
We also analyzed
whether
corporations
from the two populations
answered
the same questions
differently.
We used the
chi-square
test
of independence
to (1) establish
whether
there
was an association
between
the two groups
and (2) determine
the
significance
of any identified
associations.
We established
a
confidence
level
of 95 percent
for accepting
the results
as
significant.
In addition,
we asked representatives
from three
large
accounting
firms
to respond
to a questionnaire
to determine
their
experience
with
preparing
multijurisdictional
corporate
State
income tax returns.
The questionnaire
was very similar
to the
ones we sent to the corporations.
The names of the three
firms-Price
Waterhouse;
Peat,
Marwick,
& Mitchell;
and Laventhol
&
Horwath --were
supplied
to us by the American
Institute
of Certified
Public
Accountants.
A key person
from each firm
distributed
our questionnaire
to members of the firm
involved
with
State
corporate
income taxation.
We received
a total
of nine completed
All nine responses
were from
questionnaires
from the three
firms.
individuals
who had direct
experience
with multijurisdictional
corporate
income tax provisions.
To further
assist
us in our analysis
of key issues,
we asked
nine experts
from academia,
States,
corporations,
and four key
State
and corporate
interest
groups
to supply
written
comments
on the issues.
Their
comments were on specific
provisions
we selected
from those
which the individuals
and groups believed
States
should
use in taxinq
multijurisdictional
corporate
income.
In
soliciting
the comments,
we presented
the
respondents
with
alternative
tax provisions
from
which
to choose and requested
that
they explain
their
choices.
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As a followup
to the written
comments and to determine
if
grounds
existed
for resolution
of some key issues
dividing
States
and corporate
taxpayers,
we held a 2-day conference
bringing
together
individuals
who were knowledgeable
in this
tax area.
The 16 attendees
at our conference
represented
a balance
between
State
and corporate
proponents.
Also present
were our two consultants,
Mr. Hellerstein
and Mr. Warren,
who assisted
us in conducting
the meeting.
All the major
issues
were debated
at the
conference
from the viewpoint
of the experts
reaching
a compromise
on each issue.
uously
review
journal

Our data gathering
efforts
during
augmented
by our own research.
of past and current
legislative
articles,
and studies.

the study were continThis research
included
proposals,
court
cases,

Although
we collected
and analyzed
a large
amount of data,
we did not examine
State
tax returns.
We had neither
the authority nor resources
to perform
that
task.
Furthermore,
it is qenerally
accepted
by States,
MJCs, and tax experts
that
lack of uniformity
results
in overor under-taxation
to corporations,
and
a review
of tax returns
is not needed to substantiate
this
point.
States
could
not provide
us with
the data we needed to estimate the impact
on State
revenues
if their
laws and regulations
were changed to make them more uniform.
In addition,
most State
tax officials
were reluctant
to give us an estimate
because
the
number of State
income tax provisions
applicable
to MJCs and their
interdependency
make it extremely
difficult
to estimate
whether
an
individual
State
would gain or lose revenue
if its
laws were changed.
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of time an erryPloyee spends in the
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

J/
-

New
York 3/
Oklahoma 3/
Rhode island
South Carolina
Vermont -3/

3/
3/
-

factor
States
which tax sales
based
on
the
destination
uf
the sales
and which adhere to some type of throwback
rule.
The throwback
rule assigns
a
corporation's
sales
to the State
in which the sales originated
if
the corporation
is not taxable
in
the
State
of destination.

whose rules
to a State

for both defining
differ
from those
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compensation
stipulated

in

and assigning
(a).
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APPENDIX

II
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
District
of
Colur;lbia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Maine

(b)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Iowa
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland

of

(A)

which

States

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

State
which taxes
of the sales:

Allocation

sales

based

Minnesota
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Tennessee
on

the

origin

Income
apportion

a1.l or'tlearly

1. Alaska
2. Arkansas
3. Colorado
4. Florida
5. Massachusetts
6. New Harn~shire
(B)

Massachusetts
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Carolina
Utah
Virginia
Wisconsin

States
which tax sales based on the destination
of
the sales
but do not adhere to any type of throwback rule:

(c)

V.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

II

all

income:

7. New Jersey
8. North Dakota
9. Pennsylvania
10. Khode Island
11. Vermont

States
which classify
corporate
incolae as business
and nonbusiness,
apportiorling
business
income and
allocating
nonbusiness
incolne to individual
States:
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1. Alabama
2. California
3. District
of
Columbia
4. Hawaii
5. Idaho
6. Illinois
7. Indiana
a. Iowa
9. Kansas
10. Kentucky
11. Maine
12. Minnesota

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
13.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Mexico
North Carolina
Oregon
South Carolina
Tennessee
Utah
West Virginia
Wisconsin

(C) States which apportion
business income and allocate
other types of income which they classify
in various
ways.
For example, some States classify
certain
types of income as investment
income and allocate
it to individual
States.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
VI.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Arizona
Connecticut
Delaware
Georgia
Louisiana

Maryland
New York
Ohio
Oklahoma
Virginia

Combined Reportinq
(A) States which apply combined
operating
within
the United
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Florida
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

10.
11.
12.
13.
34.
15.
16.
17.
18.

reporting
to corporations
States (domestic):

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Massachusetts
Minnesota l/
MississippT
Montana
Nebraska

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

New Hampshire
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
Utah
Virginia
West Virginia

(B) States which apply combined reporting
to corporations
operating
within
and outside
the United States (worldwide):
1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
L/These
after

Alaska
California
Colorado
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

7.
8,
9.
10.
11.
12.

Massachusetts
Montana
New Hampshire
New York l/
North Dakzta
Oregon

States enacted legislation
we completed our inventory.
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13. Utah
L/

permitting

combined reporting

APPENDIX
VII.

Foreign
(A)

Source

Dividends

States
which
from taxation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

(B)

APP!Q~DIX II

II

totally

exempt

foreign

dividends

5. Missouri
6. Pennsylvania
7. West Virginia

Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Maryland

States
source

source

which exempt a substantial
dividends
from taxation:

portion

of

foreign

1. Massachusetts
2. New York
3. Ohio
(C)

States
which
dividends:
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

(D)

apportion

all

Alaska
Arkansas
Colorado
Delaware
New Harngshire

States
State

which allocate
of commercial

States
which
dividends:

nearly
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

foreign
domicile:

all

foreign

source

New Jersey
North Dakota
Khode Island
Vermont
Wisconsin

source

dividends

to

3. Oklahoma
4. South Carolina

1. California
2. Kansas
(E)

or

apportion

and allocate

foreign

12. Minnesota
13. Mississippi
14. Montana
15. Nebraska
16. New Mexico
17. North Carolina
18. Oregon
19. Tennessee
20. Utah
21. Virginia

1. Alabama
2. Arizona
3. Connecticut
4. District
of
Columbia
5. Hawaii
6. Idaho
7. Illinois
a* Indiana
9? Iowa
10. Louisiana
11. Maine
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ATTENDEESAT GAO CONFERENCEON
STATE TAXATION OF
MULTIJURISDICTIONAL CORPORATIONS

William

Brown

Council

of State

Chambers of Commerce

Mobil

Oil

Owen Clarke

State

of Massachusetts

Eugene Corrigan

Multistate

William

State

C.R.

Cahoon

Craven

Tax Commission

of New York

James Devitt

Dart

William

Multistate

Dexter

Corporation

& Kcaft,

Inc.

Tax Commission

Ben Miller

State

John Nolan

Law Firm of Miller

Richard

General

Perkins

of California

Electric

& Chevalier
Company

Tom Persky

National
Association
Manufacturers

James Peters

American

Arthur

State

Roemer

Telephone

of
& Telegraph

of Minnesota

Leon Rothenberg

National
Association
Administrators

Ferdinand

University

of Minnesota

Ford Motor

Company

Burns

Schoettle

Stanley

(268061)
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of Tax

Co.

w

EQUAL OPPOITuNlTY

EMPCOYCR

